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*2001

3x Dell toners

*2002

Various toner cartridges

*2003

Bag containing Swan DVR unit, Microsoft Surface
PSU, tablet cases/covers, Genki Covert Dock for
Switch, laptop stand

*2004

Gents Rotary stainless steel strap wristwatch with
automatic movement and box

*2005

Gents Rotary brown leather strap chronograph
wristwatch with box

*2006

2 tone stainless steel strap ladies Rotary
wristwatch (no box)

*2007

Pair of Dior sunglasses with hard carry case and
box

*2008

Pair of Dior sunglasses with carry case

*2009

7 various Touchdown wireless charging
accessories, in car chargers, wireless charging
pads, etc

*2010

Bang & Olufsen E8 wireless earphones with
charging case and box

*2011

Sony WF-1000XM3 wireless noise cancelling
headphones with charging case and box

*2012

FitBit Charge 3 fitness activity tracker with charger
and box

*2013

JLab ANC True Wireless earbuds in box

*2014

Philips 8000 Series wireless noise cancelling
headphones in box

2026

2206 - Lynix 1010B tablet 1.1 unit with attachable
keyboard, Intel Atom processor, 2gb ram, 32gb
storage, with case and psu

2027

2208 - Lynix 1010B tablet 1.1 unit with attachable
keyboard, Intel Atom processor, 2gb ram, 32gb
storage, with case and psu

2028

2209 - Lynix 1010B tablet 1.1 unit with attachable
keyboard, Intel Atom processor, 2gb ram, 32gb
storage, with case and psu

2029

2210 - Lynix 1010B tablet 1.1 unit with attachable
keyboard, Intel Atom processor, 2gb ram, 32gb
storage, with case and psu

2030

2211 - Lynix 1010B tablet 1.1 unit with attachable
keyboard, Intel Atom processor, 2gb ram, 32gb
storage, with case and psu

2031

2212 - Lynix 1010B tablet 1.1 unit with attachable
keyboard, Intel Atom processor, 2gb ram, 32gb
storage, with case and psu

2032

2213 - Lynix 1010B tablet 1.1 unit with attachable
keyboard, Intel Atom processor, 2gb ram, 32gb
storage, with case and psu

2033

2214 - Lynix 1010B tablet 1.1 unit with attachable
keyboard, Intel Atom processor, 2gb ram, 32gb
storage, with case and psu

2034

2215 - Lynix 1010B tablet 1.1 unit with attachable
keyboard, Intel Atom processor, 2gb ram, 32gb
storage, with case and psu

2035

2216 - Lynix 1010B tablet 1.1 unit with attachable
keyboard, Intel Atom processor, 2gb ram, 32gb
storage, with case and psu

2036

2043 - Toshiba Satellite P300 laptop, intel core 2
duo processor, 2gb ram, 150gb storage, includes
psu

*2015

Philips 8000 Series wireless noise cancelling
headphones in box

*2016

Aftershokz Air wireless bone conduction
headphones in box

*2017

Aftershokz Air wireless bone conduction
headphones in box

*2037

*2018

2 loose sets of Aftershokz Air wireless bone
conduction headphones

Apple AirPods 2nd gen with wireless charging
case and box

*2038

*2019

Canon PowerShot SX420IS camera with battery
charger, battery and box

Apple AirPods 2nd gen with wireless charging
case and box

*2039

*2020

2041 - Lenovo Thinkpad 410 laptop, Intel i5 M
series processor, 4gb ram with psu (no hdd)

Apple AirPods Pro with wireless charging case
and box

*2040

Apple AirPods Pro with wireless charging case
and box

2021

2022

*2023

*2024

2025

2042 - HP Elitebook 8570P laptop, Intel i5 3rd gen
processor, 8gb ram, 128gb storage, Windows 10 *2041
installed, includes psu
*2042
2249 - HP Pavilion laptop model 15-EG0040NA,
Intel core i5 11th gen processor, 8gb ram, 512gb
storage, Windows 10 installed, includes psu and
box

Apple AirPods Pro with wireless charging case
and box
Apple AirPods Pro with wireless charging case
and box

*2043

Apple AirPods Pro with wireless charging case
and box

2045 - Lenovo W540 laptop, Intel core i7 4th gen *2044
processor, 16gb ram, 256gb storage, Windows 10
installed, includes psu
*2045
2047 - HP Elitebook 8470P laptop, Intel core i5
3rd gen processor, 4gb ram, 500gb storage,
*2046
Windows 10 installed, includes psu

Apple AirPods Pro with wireless charging case
and box

2007 - Lynix 1010B tablet 1.1 unit with attachable
keyboard, Intel Atom processor, 2gb ram, 32gb
storage, with case and psu
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*2047
1

Apple AirPods with wireless charging case and
box
Apple AirPods with wireless charging case and
box
Apple AirPods with wireless charging case and
box

*2048

Apple AirPods with wireless charging case and
box

*2049

Apple AirPods with wireless charging case and
box

*2050

Apple AirPods with wireless charging case and
box

*2051

Apple AirPods 1st gen with wireless charging
case and a pair of Apple AirPods Pro

*2052

3 boxed sets of LG Tone Free wireless earbuds

*2053

with accessories and 2 other rolling stock
2079

Hornby Dublo electric train set with engine and
tender together with other Hornby and Hornby
Dublo accessories

2080

Fisher-Price alpha probe shuttle toy with box

2081

5 various Star Wars Mighty Muggs to include Han
Solo and Luke Skywalker

2082

5 various Star Wars Mighty Muggs to include
Stormtrooper and Chewbacca

Portable unbranded bluetooth speaker with box

2083

*2054

Apple iPhone 12 Mini in black, 64gb model A2399
with box

5 various Star Wars Mighty Muggs to include
Anakin Skywalker and Emperor Palpatine

2084

*2055

Apple iPhone 12 Pro Max 128gb model A2411 in
graphite with box

5 various Star Wars Mighty Muggs to include
Jango Fett and Shock Trooper

2085

*2056

Apple iPhone 12 Pro Max 256gb model A2411 in
silver with box

4 various Star Wars Mighty Muggs to include
Count Dooku and Darth Revan

2086

*2057

Apple iPhone 12 Pro Max 256gb model A2411 in
pacific blue with box

4 various Star Wars Mighty Muggs to include
Darth Maul and Teebo

2087

*2058

Apple iPhone SE 2020 Edition 64gb model A2296
in red with box

5 various Star Wars Mighty Muggs to include
Darth Vader, Yoda and Han Solo

2088

*2059

Apple iPhone XS 64gb model A2097 in space grey
with box

Collection of boxed DC character figure models to
include Superman, Batman, The Joker, The Flash,
etc

*2060

Apple iPhone XS 256gb model MT9K2QN/A (no
accessories)

2089

*2061

Apple Macbook Air 13'' model A2337 with M1
processor, 8gb memory, 256gb ssd with box and
psu

6 various DC Comics models and figures to
include The Batmobile, Clayface and various
others

2090

*2062

Apple iPad 8th gen wi-fi only 32gb model A2270
with box

2 Transformers figures comprising Transformers
Generations and an A1 Transformers Generations
figure to include Blaster and Jetfire

2091

*2063

Apple Series 6 space grey aluminium case 44mm
watch with black sport band, charger and box

3 Transformers Dark Of The Moon characters
comprising Sentinel Prime, Shockwave and
Megatron

*2064

Apple Series 6 gold aluminium case 40mm watch
with pink sand sport band, box and charger

2092

5 various sealed Transformers Dark Of The Moon
figures to include Bumblebee, Laserbeak,
Starscream, etc

*2065

TP Link wifi range extender model A1750 in box

2093

*2066

Ring plug in chime alert device (possibly locked)

Transformers The Covenant Of Optimus Prime and
other comic books

*2067

Ring Doorbell 3 with battery, mount and box
(possibly locked to account)

2094

9 various Transformers Titan Series die cast
minifigures in blister packs

*2068

Ring Video Doorbell 2 with box (possibly locked to
account)

2095

Various Transformers figures in various blister
packs and boxes (15 total)

*2069

Ring plug in chime for ring devices (no box,
possibly locked to account)

2096

Kreo Transformers Devastator Pack

2097

2031 - Love Mini Icon Dior antique gold patterned
ladies handbag in sealed plastic bag

Large selection of Doctor Who Dalek figurines and
other Doctor Who collectables

2098

Micromachines collectors cases with contents

*2071

Kiddies VTech DX2 watch (no accessories)

2099

Robocop 3D wall art by McFarlane Toys

*2072

Allurion health tracker device in box

2100

*2073

Belkin USB C 60w media hub

Toy Story Collection 3 pack space aliens by
Sinkway toys

*2074

FitBit Charge activity tracker with red bag and
charging cable

2101

Boxed Buzz Lightyear talking action figure toy

2102

Selection of Transformers figures to include
Starscream, Hotrod and Megatron (loose,
incomplete)

*2070

*2075

Bose headphones (no charging cable/accessories)

*2076

Explore 1 HD action camera wifi with memory card
2103
and accessories in blister pack

2077

Knight Rider Pursuit Mode Scalextric set with
extra track and box

2078

Hornby Railways Mighty Mallard electric train set
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2104

2

2 Gremlins movie figures to include Gizmo and
Spike
Collection of Indiana Jones collectable figures and
toys (20 items total)

2105

6 various Indiana Jones Mighty Muggs characters
to include Indiana Jones, Dr Henry Jones and
Monkey Man

2106

2015 Diplomat laptop safe storage device with 24
bays, touchscreen interface, includes PC with
AMD E2 processor, 4gb ram, 128gb storage,
includes keys and swipecard

2107

2135

2142 Apple 20in cinema display widescreen
monitor with box

2136

2143 Apple cinema display widescreen

*2137

2163 Lenovo curved screen monitor, no
accessories or box

2138
*2139

Nintendo Wii console, accessories and various
games in box

2096 Tasco telescope and accessories, in box
Sheriff black KM shisha hookah in box

2140

Box of BT routers, accessories and other IT
equipment

2141

Six Logitech I Pad folio keyboards

Boxes containing Dell laptop replacement
component parts

*2110

Approx. twenty three packs of Sigma 10x fine liner *2142
pens

Bag containing routers, IT cabling and other
accessories

*2111

Five Blue Trek 2in1 bluetooth in car kits

*2143

2112

Box containing Pepperl+Fuchs component parts
to include part no. 281975

Selection of network cabling, power adapters and
IT peripherals in bag

*2144

2113

Box containing various model ZO8 1080p web
cams

Various IT components, VR headset, phone
holder, HDMI splitters etc

*2145

2114

Box containing various model ZO8 1080p web
cams

Various PC IT related electricals to include a
Technet wireless keyboard, pop up DVD writer in
box etc

2115

Xbox One console, controller in white with power
supply

2116

JBL E5BTNC wireless headphones with box

*2108

TCL Ray-Danz wireless sondbar and sub woofer
with remote

*2109

2146

2155 5 boxes of various Dell laptop and other
replacement parts

*2147

HP Colour Laserjet Pro MFP-M283FDW laser
printer in box

*2117

2164 Set of I Loud PC speakers with accessories
and box

*2148

*2118

Vankyo performance V630 projector with box
(damaged box)

HP Colour Laserjet Pro MFP-M283FDW laser
printer in box

*2149

HP Colour Laserjet Pro MFP-M283FDW laser
printer in box

2119

2079 Sisco Systems all in one machine with build
in camera (no power supply)

*2150

HP Envy Photo 7830 All in one printer in box

2120

2177 Lenovo G505 AMD A6 laptop, 4Gb RAM,
1Tb hard drive, Windows 10, with power supply

*2151

HP Envy Photo 7830 All in one printer in box

*2152

2160 HP Envy Photo 7830 All in one printer, boxed

2121

2176 Dell Precision M4500 laptop, Intel Core i7
processor, 8Gb RAM, 256Gb SSD, Windows 10
Pro, with power supply

*2153

Epson Expression XP64o All in one printer

*2154

Espon Eco Tank ET2600 All in one printer

2122

*2155
2138 Acer Chromebook CB431, no psu, for spares
2156
or repair

2123

2077 Bayern Sound Scene Audio bluetooth
speaker

2124

2141 Ten Rainbow net mouse

2125

2078 Box containing 10x 1080p USB webcams
model Z08

2126

2075 3x 1080p webcams model Z08

*2127

2418 Rock Jam karaoke speaker in box

*2128

2071 Sony PS4 500GB console with two
controllers and games, no other leads

*2129

2072 Sony PS4 1TB console with two games and
two controllers (no other leads or accessories

2130

2438 500GB PlayStation 4 console

2131

2437 1TB PlayStation 4 console with controller

*2132

*2157

Epson Ecotank ET2711 All-in-one printer
Two HP Envy 7830 All-in-one printers
HP Officejet 8015 printer

2158

Nine various printer replacement ink cartridges to
include HP

2159

Selection of Apple MacBooks for spares and
repairs to include model A1286. Sixteen items in
total

2160

Two Apple AirPort modules with part power
supplies to include a model A1408

2161

Apple MacBook laptop model A11. For spares and
repairs

*2162

MSI PC gaming headset model DS502

*2163

Two Plantright Rig 400 gaming headsets with
boxes

2164

Indigo Vision dome cam together with an Alhua
CCTV camera module

2196 XBox One all digital console in box

2133

2423 Singing machine fiesta voice karaoke
machine with power cable, no microphones

*2165

Apple MacBook Pro model A1278 laptop. No
drive, no PSU. Intel Core2 duo unit, 2GB RAM

2134

2144 Apple 20in cinema display

*2166

Lenovo Thinkpad T430 laptop. Intel Core i5 3rd gen
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processor, 8GB RAM, 256GB storage. Complete
with power supply in parts, cracked screen
*2167

Acer laptop model Aspire 4935. Sold for spares
and repairs

*2168

Lenovo Thinkpad laptop. Intel i5 3rd gen
processor, 8GB RAM, 500GB storage, Windows
10 installed. Includes power supply

2169

HP Chromebook Intel Celeron processor laptop,
4GB RAM. Complete with box and power supply

2170
2171

charger and box
2197

Canon EOS 350D digital camera with lens and
box

2198

2 bags containing various i-Tech selfie sticks

2199

2116 Orbit LCD screen cleaning kits in bag

2200

Suunto fitness watch together with Garmin fitness
track accessories

*2201

Panasonic Digital AV Mixer WJ-AVE5

Dell Inspiron 14 laptop with Intel processor.
Compete with carry case and power supply.

*2202

Reading Football Club L shirt with bearing
signature (*UNVERIFIED*)

Four boxed Kensington ultra magnet privacy
screen covers for MacBook Pro 16in

*2203

Lenovo Yoga 7 14ITL5 laptop with i5 @ 2.4GHz,
8GB RAM, 256GB SSD, box and PSU

*2172

TV wall mount by Peerless together with an AVF
standing TV wall mount unit, boxed

*2204

Amazon Fire TV Stick 4K

*2173

Dell OptiPlex 3070 Core i5 9th generation desktop
client computer, 8GB RAM, 256GB storage.
Complete with two Dell monitors, two keyboards
and mouse

2205

Drayton Wiser thermostat kit no.1

2206

Fuji Film fine pics S1 Pro camera body

2207

Hive Active heating control unit in box

2208

Logitech H540 USB computer headset

*2174

Epson Eco Tank ET2711 printer in box

2209

Plug Bug Duo charging station

*2175

Epson Eco Tank 2750 printer in box

2210

4 Maplin 8gb mp3 players

2176

Four various Linksys ADSL2 gateway switches,
no accessories

2211

2112 Nikon F80 digital camera with lens and
carry case

2177

JBL E65 BTNC headphones in box

2212

Glucomen glucose monitoring checker

2178

2121 - Adidas FWD-01 sports headphones in box

2213

Make your own sign effect kit

2179

2123 - Levi sunglasses with hard carry case

2214

GPS anti-theft tracker

2180

Pair of Ray Ban sunglasses with case

2215

iPhone 6S with box

2181

Apple Pencil 1st gen (missing cap)

2182

Apple Pencil 1st gen

2183

Apple Pencil 1st gen

2184

4 various PC hdds to include Seagate 2000gb
drive and 3 others

2185

HP Prime graphing calculator with slide case and
charging cable

2186

Medca LYB-44 model rechargeable hearing
amplifier in box

2187

Apple iPad model A1430 32gb wifi and cellular
model

2221

R13 Samsung 40" Tv set model UE40F6500SB
(incorrect stand and faulty back light)

2188

Apple iPad 64gb model A1395 (wifi only)

2222

2189

Phones and tablet for spares and repairs to
include Apple iPhone model A1748 (possibly
locked to iCloud account) and Quantum satnav

2186 R176 LG 65" 8k TV set model
65NANO996NA (box b23)

2223

Toshiba 49" lcd TV set model 49L3753DB (screen
has blue tint) inc. remote control

2190

Toshiba Camileo P30 digital camera together with *2224
a Samsung digital camera (both with soft cases
*2225
and instructions)
*2226
15x 500gb 2.5'' hdds
*2227
2x 750gb 2.5'' hdds and 4x 320gb 2.5'' hdds

Lenovo curved screen monitor with box

2193

Crucial 256gb ssd together with a Crucial MX300
525gb ssd

R11 Hi Sense 32" TV set model 32A4GTUK (box
B44)

2194

2 Samsung Evo SSD 500gb inc. 860 Evo and 850 *2229
Evo
*2230
2 x 8gb DDR2L laptop sodim ram and 2gb DDR3
laptop ram modules
*2231
Apple 12" MacBook model A1534 in pink inc.

2191
2192

2195
2196
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*2216

R17/R18 Samsung 43" TV set model
UE43AU9000K (box b46)

*2217

R15 Toshiba 55" 4K TV set model 55UA2B63DB

2218
*2219

R14 Panasonic curved screen 55" TV set model
TX-55CR430B (fault of spotting on back light and
screen has blue tint)

*2220

R12 Phillips 24" TV set in white framed model
24PFT5231

*2228

4

LG 42" LCD TV set with remote control

Lenovo curved screen monitor with box
HP 27" display model 27M with box
R16 LG 32" TV set model 32LM637BPLA (box
B45)

R10 Toshiba 39" TV set model 39L3863DB
2182 R128 Hi Sense 55" Tv set model
55AE7400FTUK (box b42)
Dell Latitude 7490 laptop intel i5 8th gen,

processor, 8gb ram, 256gb storage, windows 10
installed no psu
*2232

lens and box

Acer Aspire 5 laptop intel core i3 11th gen.
processor, 8gb ram, 256gb storage, with windows
10 installed, psu and box

*2233

Acer Aspire 5 laptop intel core i3 11th gen.
processor, 8gb ram, no HDD or operating system,
inc. psu and box

*2234

HP probook 440 G7 laptop intel i5 10th gen.
processor, 8gb ram, 256gb storage, windows 10
installed and psu

*2235

Medion Akoya education notebook model E11202
with keyboard and foreign power adaptor inc. box

*2236

2154 3 boxed part TV stands by Sanus and loose
TV stand bracket (incomplete)

*2237

HP Elite Desk 800 G2 desktop computer, intel i7
6th gen. processor, 16gb ram, 500gb storage with
windows 10 installed

2256

Sony wireless noise cancelling stereo headset
with cables and carry case

2257

Bang & Olufsen A2 Active speaker with box

2258

Jabra Drive wireless speaker

2259

Touch screen mini android smart phone with
charging cable

*2260

Nintendo Switch with European charging adaptor,
dock and joy cons

*2261

Selection of PS3 games and 2 PS4 Move
controllers

2262

Nintendo 3DS XL in navy blue with 8 games incl.
Pokemon Ultra Sun, Pokemon X, Pokemon Alpha
Sapphire, etc.

2263

Pair of Lindy headphones, BNX-60

2264

2 boxes Hyper Cam HD webcams with Microsoft
Life Cam HD3000

2265

Apple iPad 64GB A1395 in white, possibly locked
to iCloud account

*2238

Intel i5 2nd gen. desktop computer with damaged
case, 16gb ram, 1tb storage

*2239

2130 Lorex 4K CCTV camera system inc.
2266
recorder and cameras (missing various cables and
psu)
2267
Sony Playstation 4 slim 500gb console no
2268
accessories

*2240

2269

Sony WF-1000XN3 wireless noise cancelling
headset
Pair of Nu Force wireless ear buds
2 Apple replacement wireless keyboards
Apple iPad, A1395, 16GB, possibly locked to
iCloud account

*2241

Sony Playstation 4 500gb console with box,
controller

*2242

Sony Playstation 4 console in white with controller
and 5 games (boxed)

*2243

HP Pavilion X360 convertible laptop model 14DY0017NA, intel i5 11th gen. processor, 16gb
ram, no hdd, with psu and box

2271

Samsung A17 mobile phone with box

2272

Apple iPhone A1660, possibly locked to iCloud
account

Acer Toughbook gaming PC model FA506, AMD
Ryzen 7 processor, 16gb ram, 512gb storage,
GTX1660 Ti graphics, window 10 installed, psu
and box

2273

Google Pixel 2 XL smartphone in box (sold for
spares, software issue)

2274

Google Pixel 2 XL smartphone in box (sold for
spares, software issue)

2275

Google Pixel 2 XL smartphone in box (sold for
spares, software issue)

*2244

*2270

2217 Samsung Galaxy A11 smartphone, 32GB,
SM-A115F/DS

*2245

Lenovo Yoga 7i laptop, core i5 11th gen.
processor, 8gb ram, 256gb storage with windows
10 installed, psu and box

*2246

Lenovo Thinkpad T14 laptop, Intel core i5 10th
gen. processor, 16gb ram, 256gb storage with
windows 10 installed, no psu

2276

Google Pixel 2 XL smartphone in box (sold for
spares, software issue)

2277

2 cased sets of Apple AirPod Pros

*2247

Samsung S20 FE 128GB mobile phone, SMG780G/DGS in cloud navy with box

2278

LG Xboom Meridian PL5 bluetooth speaker with
box

*2248

Samsung A40 mobile phone, 64GB with box

2279

*2249

Kindle e-reader with no accessories

2 Nokia Android 1 mobile phones (sold for spares
and repairs)

*2250

Amazon Fire 7th generation tablet with protective
casing

2280

Cardboard box containing tray of digital cameras
(for spares and repairs)

2251

Audio Technica bluetooth headphones, M50XBT

2281

Huawei Band 4 activity tracker in box

2252

Apple iPod Touch A2178 (for spares and repairs,
has lock)

2282

2 Nokia Android 1 mobile phones (for spares and
repairs)

Samsung Galaxy A12 smartphone, 64GB, SMA125F/DS

2283

Tray containing 5 hard drives from 80GB - 500GB

2284

Approx. 17 Nokia mobiles with no chargers

Sony Alpha A57 digital SLR camera with 4 various
batteries and Sigma 10x20mm F3.5EXDC lens in
box

2285

NetGear Arlo base station unit with 2 cameras

2286

Explore 1 HD action camera with accessories

Nikon D70 digital SLR camera with 28-200mm

2287

4 boxed Stag Vox mic

*2253
2254

2255
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2288

2 Chamberlain Smart Garage door control modules 2319

2289

Gigaset home phone set

2290

2242 Panasonic Lumix DMC-FZ30 bridge camera
with charger

2291

Motorola MC4597 handheld mobile device PDA
unit with Zebra battery pack in box

2292

Motorola MC4597 handheld mobile device PDA
unit with Zebra battery pack in box

2293

Motorola MC4597 handheld mobile device PDA
unit with Zebra battery pack in box

2294

Cardboard tray containing a wide selection of
vintage and other postcards

2320

Small quantity of camera accessories, lens filters
etc

2321

Collection of DC comics and other Marvel comic
graphic novels

2322

Case containing a variety of graphic novels, DC
comics etc

2323

Motorola MC4597 handheld mobile device PDA
unit with Zebra battery pack in box

A Miranda tripod together with Polaroid super
colour 635 camera and a JVC compact VHS
camera model GR-M3

2324

2295

Motorola MC4597 handheld mobile device PDA
unit with Zebra battery pack in box

Pentax SFX camera with lens and accessories in
bag

2325

2296

Motorola MC4597 handheld mobile device PDA
unit with Zebra battery pack in box

Olympus AZ-210 Super Zoom camera, Kodak box
Cresta Brownie camera

2326

Pentax 8x40 wide-field view binoculars with case

2297

Sony in car GPS module EVX-P1

2327

2269 Pair of Chinon 7 x 50 binoculars

2298

2248 Next Base 412GW in car dash camera with
box

2328

2271 Haminex 7 x 50 binoculars

2329

2299

Bag containing tray of various hard drives and
laptop RAM modules

Two cardboard boxes containing a variety of
vintage diecast and other toys

2330

2300

Pair of Ray-Ban sunglasses with hard carry case

2301

Godox TT685N flash unit

Various boxed Pinder diecast vehicles together
with a Corgi Vintage Glory Sentinel flatbed truck in
case

2302

2331
In car dash camera, full HD, 1080p with mount and
2332
charging cable

2303

Panasonic camcorder with AV cable, battery and
software disc

2304

Pair of Bulgari sunglasses in case

2305

Athens Olympics Broadcasting Company bag with
contents

2306

Casali Verona Italia piano accordion

2307

Album containing approximately 130 or more
postcards

2308

Clear bag containing on paper and off paper
stamps to include Nigerian, Trinidad and Tobago
etc

2309

Halina Super 8 camera with lights
Hardboard tray containing variety of vintage film
camera equipment including a Polaroid 210 camera

2333

Two cases of TV and other AV valves of various
brands including Mazda and Pinnacle

2334

Reel to Reel tape deck with speakers together
with a Cinerex projector

*2335

Ferrograph reel-to-reel Series 7 unit with magnetic
tape spools

*2336

Wharfdale laser range stereo hi-fi speakers

*2337

Pair of bookshelf loud speakers

2338

A tin containing a collection of cover stamps, on
and off paper

Three various projectors and tripod standing
projector screen to include the Stipmaster 35mm
strip film projector

2339

2310

Jumbo sized stamp book collection of
Commonwealth stamps

Box containing various magazines and other toys,
also includes a scale model car

2340

2311

Definitive and booklet covers in large blue Post
Office album

Two boxes containing approx. 200 mixed vinyl
records to include soul, rock pop, reggae etc

2341

2312

Blue album containing collection of mixed stamps
for Malta

Six various boxed children's toys and memorabilia
to include a Beano collection set of six mugs, a
Burago diecast Chevrolet Corvette 1957

2313

Box of stamps, stamp albums etc

2342

Corgi 1902 Stoke Landau Queen's Silver Jubilee
1977 model in box

2314

Box containing various collections/bags of stamps
to include Australia

2343

Dinky toys 561 Centurion tank in box

2315

Box containing cigarette cards, some in their
original packets, plus five sets in albums

2344

Corgi Pickfords careful movers super haulers
vehicle in box

2316

Various copies of Commando War Stories comic

2345

Selection of die cast vehicles in tray

2317

Guitar Hero controller, no accessories

2346

Selection of Siku diecast vehicles and Team GB
themed diecast vehicles

2318

Selection of Star Trek scale model ships together
with two figures

2347

Four various Dinky Toys to include a 482 Bedford
and an Aston Martin
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2348

Matchbox carry case with various die cast
vehicles included

2349

Britain's space themed children's toys, some
boxed

2350

Big Hero 6 guides of the galaxy and other
children's toys and models

2351

Small selection of vinyl records

2352

Selection of LP vinyl records and singles to
include Iron Maiden's Life after death

2353

Selection of gramophone records in album

2354

Approx. thirty 7in 45rpm vinyl singles and lesser
known works of Cliff Richard

2355

Approx. seventy vinyl records to include punk new
wave, rock including The Ramones, Stooges, The
Damned and Sazon

2377

Tray of various watches for spares and repairs

2378

Shoebox containing a variety of watches for
spares and repairs

2379

2331 Raymond Weil Geneve 18kt gold electro
plated cased watch with leather strap

2380

Selection of compacts

2381

Tray of watches for spares and repairs

2382

2312 Two dress watches in boxes

2383

Container of costume jewellery items and loose
watches for spares and repairs

2384

Bag of jewellery boxes and contents to include
Ernest Jones box with ring

2385

Tray containing various gents dress watches

2386

Bag of costume jewellery

2387

Bag of necklaces and other costume jewellery

2356

Green record album case containing various LP
vinyl records to include Louis Armstrong

2388

Seven various LA Bass wrist watches with boxes

2357

Approx forty-five 12in 33rpm vinyl records to
include Abba, Beach Boys, Rolling Stones etc

2389

Keith Francis Made in England Laurel & Hardy
figurine set with box

2358

Approx. forty plus 12in vinyl LPs in bag to include
classical artists

2390

3 various Nao figurines

2359

Crate containing over seventy records to include
Roy Orbison and various others

2391

2 decorative novelty skulls

2392

2360

Two bags containing approx. seventy plus 7in
singles to include Wizard, Slade and Roy Orbison

Antler luggage case with vintage costume
jewellery and other contents

2393

2 military replica hats

2361

Approx. ten boxes containing a wide selection of
books to include various history books

2394

Selection of various collectable London 2012
Olympics t shirts, mugs, figures etc.

2362

Box of approx. fifty vinyl records to include Pink
Floyd, Led Zeppelin, Neil Young, Black Sabbath
etc

2395

Box of vaping accessories

2396

2389 Magnifying glass on horn handle

2397

F Taylors & Sons Ltd. Jumbo Junior signed plaque

2398

Pipe tray, collectible pipes and other items

2399

Plastic crate containing variety of match cases

2400

Crate containing variety of power adaptors and
other loose power supplies

2363

Six 12in vinyl LPs along with thirty-two 10in vinyl
classical records

2364

Bag of non-branded handbags, including an Ozzy
and Sharon Osborne figures

2365

Chiyda automatic watch winder

2366

Jewellery cleaning kit

2401

2367

Small parcel of yellow metal jewellery silver ingot
chains etc

Various electrical sundries incl. HID lamp, PC fan
etc.

2402

2368

Series of two sets of six silver hallmarked spoons

2388 Box containing 5 various childrens
keyboards

2369

Seven boxed Swarovski crystal figures/items

2403

Various bluetooth earphones, speakers and other
audio equipment

2370

2140 RR 491 A pair of Georgian silver sugar nips
in the Neo-Classical manner, hallmarks indistinct,
l. 14 cm

2404

Tray of various power adaptors, low profile TV and
monitor brackets etc.

2371

White metalware tray, brush sets and other white
metalwares

2405

Mixed bag of IT electricals

2406

2372

2310 2 dressing tables mirrors to include one with
enamelled back

Assorted camera accessories by Polaroid and
others

2407

2373

Three boxes containing various costume jewellery

Bag of various electrical components for spares or
repair incl. Rockjam speaker

2374

White metal tray containing various spoons and
crested ware spoons

2408

Megastar 250 vintage DJ light

2409

2351 Selection of vintage reel to reel film

2375

Bag containing costume jewellery, beaded
necklaces etc

2410

Nad Series 20 3020 amplifier with speakers

2411

2376

Small bag containing costume jewellery, brooches
etc

Box containing variety of DVD TV tuner and other
home entertainment consoles

2412

Mixed mobile phone charging cables,
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accessories, in car stereo etc.

Denmark silver 1 krona, 1868 Napoleon silver
franc, 1881 Guatemalan 5 centarus coin

2413

3 Lifesize Model phone kits

2414

Selection of CDs

2415

One By One turntable

2416

One By One turntable

2417

2421

Kraymer Matrix switching device with Sony AmFM
*2455
tuner
*2456
Goodman soundbar, no power supply
2457
Sky Q Mini unit in box
2458
Intruder alarm system logbook with secure box
2459
Phillips first gen bluetooth speaker

2422

Amstrad user friendly UF40 video player

2423

Box containing large selection of telecomms
phone cards

2424

8 various One by One wireless doorbell receivers

2425

(113) Fidelity Module 4000 turntable radio
cassette player unit

2426

Technics SLB2 turntable

2427

2399 Bodytech muscle toning system in bag

2428

Refillable gas module in protective case

2429

Behringer Mini FBQ 9-band graphic equaliser

2430

2418
2419
2420

2452

2 bags of mostly European and other coins

2453

Large quantity of copper GB coinage

2454

Heston Blumenthal signed card, framed and
glazed fanmade poster attached to rear
Mekamon AR robotics drone in box
Mekamon AR robotics drone in box
6 Polaroid Instant Print cameras
6 Polaroid Instant Print cameras
Commodore 64 Micro computer with selection of
various software and other accessories

2460

Whisper Telex printer and keyboard

2461

Solid State general radio

2462

Bush multi band radio transistor receiver

*2463

Sony bluetooth turntable PS-LX310BT, missing
stylus

2464

Waterproof display with accessories in box

2465

Tray of various rewriteable media Cds, video
camera tapes, remotes etc.

2466

Various PC games and other software in
cardboard tray

FreeSat recordable 1Tb unit in box

2467

Large bag containing variety of DVDs

2431

FreeSat recordable 1Tb unit in box

2468

Bag containing approx. 60+ CDs, various artists

2432

Ryobi Superfast charging battery dock

2469

Selection of approx. 50+ bluray discs and DVDs

2433

Max FM 5-channel controller with servos in case

2470

Selection of approx. 50+ bluray discs and DVDs

2434

Belcat CM4 amplifier with 2 headphones

2471

Approx. 30+ DVDs in bag

2435

Multimedia mobile speaker

2472

Tray containing 30 bluray discs

2436

Various DVDs, CDs in 2 boxes

2439

Pair of Mordant Short bookshelf speakers MS-3.10 2473
with soft covers
2474
Monitor Audio bronze BX2 speakers with soft
covers
2475
(116) DJ light by JB Systems
2476
USB turntable in box

2440

One By One video door phone kit in box

2477

2441

One By One video door phone kit in box

(118) Kenwood stereo integrated amplifier with box
KA-60D

2442

One by One 7" colour door phone kit

2478

Boxed Pioneer turntable Model PL-570BK

2443

Orange Micro Crush speaker

2479

2 speaker stands with speaker cable

2444

(114) Samsung 32" LCD TV with remote, no power
cables

2480

2408 Wooden built clavicord on freestanding
wooden stand, includes tuning key

2445

(115) Toshiba 24" LCD TV with remote

2481

Selection of white backdrop photographic paper

2446

Group of postcards, cigarette cards, and 2 lots of
silks

2437
2438

2447

2390 Selection of costume jewellery items,
watches, hand mirrors, etc

2448

Sheet of various GB coins

2449

2396 2 trays containing a variety of mixed GB and
European world coinage

2450

Tray containing various enamel coins

2451

4 various coins incl. 1937 Irish florin, 1875
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*2482

(117) JVC micro stereo with remote
Pair of custom speakers in white together with a
mini amplifier unit

LG XBoom ON7 all in one hifi speaker system

2483

(119) Line 6 guitar speaker Model Spider 2

2484

(120) Epiphone guitar speaker

2485

Chord CLP59 6 string electric guitar with Gear 4
music guitar speaker

2486

(124) Roland G800 Workstation keyboard

*2487
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(126) Teac component hifi system with stereo
integrated amplifier AH300

(121) Roland Cube 30 CDSM guitar speaker

2488

Fender Rumble 15 guitar speaker

2489

Prime A-30X guitar speaker

*2490
2491

(122) Sonos Play 3 network speaker
Celtic banjolele in carry case

*2492

2 Bose Lifestyle speakers in box

*2493

2 Bose Lifestyle speakers in box

*2494

Sonos 1SL smart speaker in box

*2495

Sony GTKXB90 party speaker

*2496

Yamaha Music Cast 50 speaker in white

*2497

Sonos Playbar soundbar unit box

*2498

LG Xboom PN7 portable bluetooth speaker

*2499

5.25" outdoor speakers KH0-7 by Klipsch

2500

2427 Technix PCM digital ensemble PR270
electric keyboard piano in wooden frame

2522

Beretta BB air pistol and one other BB gun with
plastic BBs etc.

2523

2008 Didgeridoo

2524

spare

2525

spare

2526

spare

2527

spare

2528

spare

2529

spare

2530

spare

*3001

Sage Barista Express coffee machine

*3002

Sage Barista Express coffee machine

*2501

Sony XP700 portable speaker in box

*3003

Sage Barista Express coffee machine

*2502

TD Touchdown Audio standing speaker in box

*3004

Delonghi Magnifica S Smart coffee machine

*2503

TD Touchdown Audio standing speaker in box

*3005

Delonghi Magnifica S Smart coffee machine

*2504

Twin Pedestal mount speaker karaoke system set *3006
with charging cable, no mics
*3007
Track Racer racing wheel seat set in metal frame:
adjustable car seat and Ferrari themed Xbox
*3008
Thrustmaster steering wheel
*3009
Track Racer racing wheel seat set in metal frame:
*3010
adjustable car seat and Ferrari themed Xbox
Thrustmaster steering wheel
*3011
Track Racer racing wheel seat set in metal frame:
adjustable car seat and Ferrari themed Xbox
*3012
Thrustmaster steering wheel
3013
Bag of various power adaptors
*3014
Wide selection of reference material books incl.
*3015
various publishers

Delonghi Magnifica S Smart coffee machine

2505

2506

2507

2508
2509
2510

Selection of hardback and paperback novels,
various authors: Stephen King etc.

2511

Selection of kids hardback and paperback books

2512

3018
Selection of graphic novels, DC Comics, Marvel,
and various other collectibles incl. 2 CGC
*3019
Universal Grade comics, 9.2 Grade Green Lantern
184, and 6.5 Grade Avengers 264
*3020
Wide selection of paperback and hardback novels
incl. various authors: Lee Child etc.
*3021
Wide selection of paperback and hardback
*3022
reference books, student learning materials etc.

2513
2514
2515

2516

*3016
3017

Shelf of hardback and paperback reference
3023
material, study books, incl. NDR 2021 Vol. 1 and
2 UN books, Dangerous Goods Regulations Ed.62
and others
*3024
Shelf comprising of hardback and paperback
*3025
novels incl. various authors: Dan Brown, Frank
3026
Herbert etc.

Delonghi Nespresso Lattisima Touch coffee
machine
Magimix Nespresso Virtuo Plus coffee machine
Magimix Nespresso Virtuo Plus coffee machine
Magimix Nespresso Virtuo Plus coffee machine
3007 Magimix Nespresso Virtuo Plus coffee
machine
Magimix Nespresso Virtuo Plus coffee machine
Kitchenaid mixer
Placemats, kitchen caddies, digital scales etc.
Instant Pot pressure cooker, and another box of
parts
Large stainless steel cooking pot
3017 Bag containing batteries and bulbs
3018 Boxed Mason drinks dispenser
Bag containing till roll, glasses, and various
stationery
Bag containing batteries, bulbs, and Phillips
clothes steamer
Bag containing various drinks bottles
Bag containing glasses, infrared thermometers,
and other stationery
Boxed Ebvebo kitchen in-cupboard bin set with 2
drawers
Unboxed Sage Barista Express coffee machine
Boxed Sage Barista Express coffee machine
3030 Boxed Gourmia digital air fryer

Small selection of kids books incl. various puzzle
books and Early Learning books

*3027

Boxed Gourmia digital air fryer

*3028

Boxed Gourmia digital air fryer

*2518

Bag of sunglasses and glasses (a/f)

*3029

Boxed Gourmia digital air fryer

*2519

Bag containing costume jewellery

*3030

Boxed Gourmia digital air fryer

2520

10x50 Yellowstone binoculars

*3031

Boxed Gourmia digital air fryer

2521

iPad keyboard cover Model A1998

*3032

Boxed Gourmia digital air fryer

2517
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*3033

Boxed Gourmia digital air fryer

3076

3072 Unboxed juicer

*3034

Boxed Gourmia digital air fryer

*3077

Kitchenaid blender and various accessories

*3035

Boxed Gourmia digital air fryer

*3078

Boxed Arabesque dinnerware set

*3036

3123 Boxed Gourmia digital air fryer

*3079

Boxed Gordon Ramsay Royal Doulton plate set

*3037

Boxed Gourmia digital air fryer

*3080

Boxed Gordon Ramsay Royal Doulton plate set

*3038

Boxed Gourmia digital air fryer

*3081

Boxed Instant Pot pressure cooker

*3039

Boxed Gourmia digital air fryer

3082

*3040

Boxed Gourmia digital air fryer

*3083

Total Chef air fryer

*3041

Box of various kitchen appliances and saucepans
etc.

*3084

2 boxed Universal coffee pod organisers

*3042

Box and bag containing various pans and toaster

*3085

2 boxed Eco Sensible Living waste bin

*3043

Boxed Kenwood MultiPro compact food processor

*3086

Boxed Braun Mini hand blender

*3044

Box of Kenwood food processor parts

*3087

3 boxed Nescafe Dolce Gusto coffee machines

*3045

Swan 20L urn

*3088

2 boxed Delonghi Nescafe Dolce Gusto coffee
machines

*3046

2 unboxed Gourmia air fryers

*3089

2 Tefal pans

3047

Box of various kitchenwares to incl. Kilner
breakfast jar set, pint glass, etc.

*3090

2 Sysmax multi block storage systems

3048

3078 Sage coffee machine

*3091

4 unboxed Gourmia air fryers

Juicer

3092

3093 Various storage units

3093

Box of flatpack plastic boxes etc.

*3049

Sage coffee machine

*3050

Sage coffee machine

*3051

Delonghi Magnifica S coffee machine

*3052

Delonghi Magnifica S coffee machine

*3053

Malitta Cafeo Solo coffee machine

*3054

Malitta Cafeo Solo coffee machine (no cover)

3097

3237 Box of 4 neck pillows

*3055

Malitta Cafeo Solo coffee machine (no cover or
drinks tray)

3098

Unboxed Gourmia air fryer

*3056

Boxed Instant Pot pressure cooker

3099

Slow cooker

*3057

Boxed Tefal fryer

3100

Bravilor Bonmat filter coffee machine

*3058

Boxed Tefal fryer

*3059

Boxed Tefal fryer

*3060

Boxed Tefal fryer

3061

Whynter ice cream maker with yoghurt function

*3062

2 boxed Royal Doulton wine glass sets with box of
RCR glassware

3063

Box of portable electronic refrigerators and boxed
kitchen rack

*3094

Boxed and unboxed Green Pan saute pans

*3095

Various frying pans

*3096

Box of Spontex Aqua Revolution System flash
mop attachments, cool mat etc.

*3101

(93) Kenwood Multi Pro compact food processor

*3102

(10) Kenwood Multi Pro Compact Plus food
processor

*3103

Eurocast Professional Series cookware set with
box

*3104

Eurocast Professional Series cookware set with
box

*3105

4 boxed Ottlite LED desk lamps and one unboxed

*3106

Circulon bakeware set

*3064

Bay of pillows, bath mats, floor mats etc.

*3107

Sabatier expanding dish rack

*3065

2 unboxed Gourmia air fryers

*3108

(97) Hostess ice maker

*3066

2 unboxed Gourmia air fryers

*3109

(96) Delonghi Multi grill

*3067

Boxed Gourmai digital air fryer

*3110

3068

5 boxes of 4 lightup pineapples

(95) Unboxed Gourmia digital air fryer and Phillips
air fryer

3069

5 boxes of 4 lightup pineapples

*3111

Box of glassware

3070

4 boxes of various mugs and box of party items

*3112

Boxed Eurocast saute pan and frying pan, plus
unboxed cooking tray

*3113

Trinity bamboo topped kitchen cart

*3071

Boxed Sage Barista Express coffee machine

3072

3069 Athmos lava lamp

3073

John Lewis filter coffee machine

*3074

Boxed Water Pik water flosser

*3075

Boxed Water Pik water flosser
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spare

3115

3114 Tower cooking pan, non stick

*3116
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Box containing plates, bowls etc.

*3117

Circulon cookware set

cleaner

3118

(98) 2 unboxed Gourmia digital air fryers

*3157

3119

Box containing small coffee travel mug, lighting,
stationery, etc.

Samsung Jet 70 Series cordless stick vacuum
cleaner

*3158

Unboxed Samsung Jet 70 Series cordless stick
vacuum - parts only (missing main filter and
charger, and battery)

*3120

Box containing glass drinks dispenser

3121

Fondue set, small baking tins, etc.

3122

Sewing machine with pedal

*3123

4oz Cinema popcorn maker

3124
*3125

3159

Bissell Icon 25V cordless vacuum with box

*3160

Bissell Icon 25V cordless vacuum with box

3161

5 Disney bowls

3155 Handheld Dyson cordless vacuum with pole
and head

Diamond glass tumbler set, Signature mugs, and
Kitchenaid drying rack

*3162

3 NSA mini cool tower fans plus 2-in-1 mini
vacuum cleaner

3126

3127 Crockpot in box

*3163

NSA Dual Power cool fan

3127

spare

*3164

NSA Dual Power cool fan

*3128

2 Morris & Co. placemats

*3165

*3129

Braun Multi Quick 9 hand whisk

(110) Unboxed Bissell Spot Clean Pro Heat carpet
cleaner

*3166

Bissell Spot Clean Pro Heat carpet cleaner, boxed

*3167

Bissell Spot Clean Pro Heat carpet cleaner, boxed

*3168

Woozoo desktop fan plus Silent Night turbo fan

*3169

Robotics vacuum cleaning robot with charger

*3170

Meaco room air circulator fan

*3171

Meaco room air circulator fan, with remote

*3172

Meaco room air circulator fan, with remote

*3173

Meaco room air circulator fan

*3174

Meaco room air circulator fan

Braun Multi Quick 9 hand whisk

*3175

Meaco room air circulator fan

VeggiBullet

*3176

Meaco room air circulator fan, with box

*3140

Unboxed Gourmia air fryer

*3177

*3141

Tefal saute pan

Unboxed Bissell cordless vacuum cleaner with
pole and head, no charger or attachments

*3142

Original Green frying pan

*3178

Aircraft Powerglide cordless hard floor cleaner

*3143

BT Premium phone handset

*3144

Unboxed Sabatier dish rack plus chopping board

3130
*3131
3132

3212 Mini air cooler
3 Phillips garment steamers, plus steamer iron
3133 Domo frying pan

*3133

Kenwood standing mixer, no attachments

*3134

Phillips steamer iron with box

3135

3109 Verismo coffee system by Starbucks

*3136

Kenwood blender chef attachment

*3137

Kitchenaid 3-in-1 chop and slice set, Brita water
filter jug and cartridges

*3138
3139

3145

spare

3146

Tray containing 6 handheld Dyson cordless
vacuums, some with chargers and attachments

*3147

Pair of Taylor digital glass scales, towel holder,
etc.

3148

Tray of various food containers, knife block etc.

3149

Laundry basket containing mixed wash bags etc.,
plus basket of stationery and novelty items

*3150

Trinity bamboo topped kitchen cart

3179

Black & Decker 18V dustbuster with charger

3180

Tug along vacuum cleaner

3181

White Knight small tumble dryer

*3182

Henry Micro vacuum cleaner with pipe and pole,
plus box

*3183

Henry Micro vacuum cleaner with pipe and pole,
with box

*3184

Henry Micro vacuum cleaner with pipe and pole,
with box

*3185

Henry Micro vacuum cleaner with pipe and pole,
with box

*3186

(104) Unboxed Henry Micro vacuum cleaner, no
pipe or pole

3151

Tray containing various bags, plus bag of bags

3152

3144 Tray of various bathroom catalogue books

*3187

1 boxed and 1 unboxed Aqua Revolution mop
buckets

3171 Henry Micro vacuum cleaner with no pipe,
with pole

*3188

*3154

Samsung Jet 70 Series cordless stick vacuum
cleaner

3172 Henry Micro vacuum cleaner with pipe and
pole

*3189

*3155

Samsung Jet 70 Series cordless stick vacuum
cleaner

3173 Henry Micro vacuum cleaner with pipe and
pole

*3190

3174 Henry Micro vacuum cleaner with pipe and
pole

*3153

*3156

Samsung Jet 70 Series cordless stick vacuum
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*3191

Henry Micro vacuum cleaner with pipe and pole

*3230

Kirkland Signature dog bed

*3192

Quantity of upright Shark steam mops and others

*3231

Morioni - size child's car seat in box

3193

Inse handheld cordless vacuum cleaner with box

3232

Box of Bake Off aprons

*3194

Upright G-Tech air ram, no charger

3233

Selection of various fancy dress costumes

*3195

Upright G-Tech Air Ram with charger

3234

Selection of various fancy dress costumes

*3196

3 boxed upright Shark steam mops

3235

4 black sports bags

*3197

Handheld Dyson DC44 Animal cordless vacuum
with charger, pipe, head and 2 attachments

3236

2 trays of Martial Arts clothing

3237

Glitter set plus box of custom jewellery sets

3238

9 ladies boots

3198

Upright Shark steam mop with attachment

3199

Numatic wet or dry vacuum cleaner with box

*3200

Upright G-Tech Air Ram with charger

*3201

Upright G-tech Air Ram with charger

*3202

Upright Bosch 28V cordless vacuum cleaner

3203
*3204
3205

Upright Vax vacuum cleaner
Shower fan with power supply

*3239

Bissell Crosswave all-in-one multi surface cleaner
system with box

*3207

Box containing green mugs and box of water
bottles etc.

3240

Box of Cross Pony 100ml natural sprays in boxes

3241

10 x 12" easy press heating plate

3242

3 boxes containing small purses in black

*3243

Christmas antler decorations (some damaged)
plus boxed Disney decoration set

3244

Box of Ultimate Hydrochlonic anti-aging serums

3245

Box of air brush stockings

2 upright Dual Power pedestal fans with power
supplies

*3206

2 duvet cover sets, backpack, 2 pillows etc

*3246

Snuggle Down premium duck down duvet set

3247

Box of tan boost drops

3248

5 dragon fruit Hyaluronic sets

Beldray clean and dry cordless steam mop

3249

Hyaluronic sets

*3209

2 boxed Neat Freak storage sets

3250

Hyaluronic sets

*3210

3190 Fabre Ware knife block and knife set

3251

Hyaluronic sets

*3211

Panasonic Premium Performance shaver plus 2
Phillips multi groom sets

3252

Hyaluronic sets

3253

Hyaluronic sets

3254

Hyaluronic sets

3255

Hyaluronic sets

3256

Hyaluronic sets

3257

Total Upper Body work out bar

3258

Box of soft grain scrubs

3259

Box of teeth whitening gels, teeth whitening
sprays etc

3260

Box of beard brushes

3261

3 boxes of light teeth whitening kits

3262

Tray containing kid's hand sanitizer gels, lip balms
etc

3208

3212

Dalitome toiletry set

3213

Kate Spade New York ladies slip on style shoes

*3214

Cordless massage gun

*3215

2 Omrom pain relief devices

3216

Sealed Tipple Me set

3217

Sealed Tipple Me set

*3218

Novon white dental beauty set

3219

20 Yves St Laurent all hours foundation and
foundation sticks

3220

Inflammatory ointment set

3221

Damascus steel blade knife set in case

*3222

Fabre Ware knife block and knife set

3263

Box of enriched skin illuminating day creams

*3223

3212 Hard shelled suitcase plus 2 fabric
suitcases

3264

2 girls wet suits age 6-7

3265

3250 2 boys wet suits age 6-7

*3224

2 mini hard shelled suitcase plus 2 hard shelled
suitcase

3266

2 cosmetic gift sets

3267

2 cosmetic gift sets

3268

Small box of various make-up, toiletries etc

3269

Tray of hand sanitizers and purification oils

3270

Box of various sealed perfumes and sprays

3271

Bag of lavender and vanilla smoothing body
washes

3272

4 perfect canvas liquid foundations

3225

spare

*3226

3214 1 large hard shelled suitcase in black plus
hard shelled suitcase in purple

*3227

Large hard shelled silver Samsonite suitcase with
box

*3228

3 large hard shelled American tourister suitcase
plus 1 mini hard shelled suitcase

*3229

Roller duffle suitcase
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3273

Box of soaps and box of shoer gels

3317

Boxed child's crib mattress

*3274

Quantity of Cuisinart 4 piece BBQ sets

3318

Boxed child's crib mattress

3275

Box of various style blouses, shirts etc

3319

Boxed child's crib mattress

3276

Box of green gents shirts

3320

Boxed child's crib mattress

3277

Nike cannon backpack

3321

Boxed child's crib mattress

*3278

OGO black backpack

3322

Boxed child's crib mattress

3279

Ridgley Home Collection pleated throw

3323

Spode low bowl with box

3280

Ridgley Home Collection quilted throw

3324

Spode low bowl with box

3281

Ridgley Home Collection quilted throw

3325

Home Collection pre-lit artificial flower light

Memory Foam mattress with box

3326

Home Collection pre-lit artificial flower light

3283

Quantity of Sigma pens

3327

Mini hard shelled suitcase in red

3284

Bag of assorted light bulbs

3328

Mini hard shelled suitcase in blue

3285

Small bag of purifying beauty tea

3329

2 pink back packs

3286

11 girls/boys photo frames

3330

6 checkered style cushions

3287

4 Christmas bauble sets

3331

6 red and cream cushions

3288

4 Christmas bauble sets

3332

Homedics massager chair

3289

24 bath towels

3290

Kettle plus 3 Salter toasters

3291

Quantity of family craft Christmas paper craft sets

3292

7 fancy dress outfits

3293

7 fancy dress outfits

3294

10 pairs of white jeans in various sizes

3295

6 AA car folding warning triangles

3296

Quantity of smart reading glasses

3297

4 Christmas bauble sets

3298

4 Christmas bauble sets

*3282

*3299

*3333
3334
*3335

3300

2 bags of mixed wools etc

3301

Box containing selection of various Nike clothing
boys/girls

3302

Bag containing 11 trousers in assorted sizes and
colours
2 large circular dog beds

3336

Box containing 27 Colin Ross gents shirts

3337

Box of mixed children's Halloween fancy dress

3338

Bag of neck rests

*3339

3269 3 boxes of mixed style clothing

2 table lamps plus 3 pack LED Sophia lights

3316 Black drawstring bags

3340

Large stuffed cuddly bear

3341

Large stuffed cuddly bear

3342

Large stuffed cuddly bear

3343

3321 Large Neatfreak organiser

*3344

Queen size airbed in box

*3345

Queen size airbed in box

Box containing mixed blankets

*3346

Queen size airbed in box

3303

Mixed Christmas decorations, trees etc

*3347

2 Cool Touch memory foam pillows

3304

Box of cushions and back supports

3305

4 bags of mixed ladies and gents clothing

3306

Large box containing mixed household, posters,
tree ties etc

3307

3 bags containing mixed ladies and gents clothing

3308

2 bags of Sandown & Bourne curtains

3309

2 swirling glitter candle lights plus box of kids
hand sanitizer gel

3348
*3349

*3310

3335 Box of cat scratch houses

3311

Box of It's All About Me gift sets

3312

Box of It's All About Me gift sets

3313

2 briefcases

3314

3 piece hard shelled Samsonite suitcase set in red

3315

spare

3316

Boxed child's crib mattress
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Box of sealed puzzles
Intex swimming pool plus Aqua pool lounger

3350

Large selection of Pampers and wet wipes

3351

20 Fresh and Soft anti-bac wet wipes

3352

11 Perfect Sommelier wine sets

3353

Singer sewing machine in box

3354

Scholl foot spa in box

3355

Large selection of blue vases

3356

Box containing 10 boxed pairs of ladies shoes

3357

6 boxed pairs of mixed style shoes

3358

Box of yoyos

3359

Box of small picture frames

3360

Box of letter picture frames

3361

Box of small notepads

3362

3 boxes of stainless steel pet dishes

3363

Tray of halloween mens glow in the dark t-shirts

*3402

3364

Box of halloween skeleton dog outfits

3403

Childs electric ride on car

3365

Box of small picture frames

3404

Street Smash car set

3366

Velux blackout blinds

3367

Mixed style lighting incl. lamps

3368

Childs metal framed push along buggy

3369

Box of mens blue zip hooded jackets

3370

2 boxes of mixed toiletries, hair dyes, etc.

3371

*3405

3406

32'' impact backboard basketball set

Shelf containing mixed toy to include VA Engine
model sets, Marvel Superheroes, The Science
Museum talking robot, etc
4 Buzz Lightyear pinata sets

*3407

Boxed Intec swimming pool plus 8 Aqua pool
lounge sets

2 boxes of mixed toiletries, hair dyes, etc.

*3408

Tray containing 8 Aqua Longue pool loungers

3372

Box of infants bottles and dummies, and box of
Lol Surprise hair sets

*3409

Tray containing 8 Aqua Longue pool loungers

3373

Box containing mixed Tommy Tippee sets, breast
pads etc. and box of mixed Pampers

*3410

Tray containing 8 Aqua Longue pool loungers

*3411

3374

2 boxes of mixed hair dyes and toiletries

Childs small VTech ride on train plus robotic toy,
VTech watch and Mitre football

3375

2 boxes of mixed hair dyes and toiletries

3376

Small tug along vacuum cleaner

3377

Pre lit blow up spa with box

3378

Childs toy play tank

3379

3 boxed pairs of mixed style shoes, safety boots,
etc.

3380

3 pairs of ladies boots in black

3381

Boxed pair of New Balance trainers, size 9

3382

Boxed pair of Scott Williams mens slip on shoes,
plus pair of Shogun shoes

3383

California USA laptop bag

3384

3 mixed style bags, Trespass etc.

3423

Boxed and unboxed swimming pools

3385

Boxed pair of ladies Calvin Klein leather boots size
5.5

3424

Bag containing mixed childrens toys

3425

3403 - Boxed football goal

3426

Box of mixed boxed games, toilet potty seats, etc

3427

3405 - 3 boxed waterslides plus 2 swimming pools

3428

2 large boxes of mixed loose Lego

3429

spare

*3386

Pair of diving flippers and snorkel mask

3388

Ladies horse riding vest

3389

Small dumbbell set

3391

Swing ball set

*3414

Box of mixed sealed puzzles

3415

Mekamon robotics gaming drone

3416

Mekamon robotics gaming drone

3417

2 bags of mixed Halloween fancy dress

3418

2 boxes of mini skull coffins

3419

2 boxes of mini skull coffins

3420

2 boxes of mini skull coffins

3421

Box of mixed Halloween decorations

*3422

Quickplay Fitness dumbbell set

*3430

8 boxed pairs of steel toe cap safety boots

3392

3431
Box of sparring headgear, gloves, etc and a box of
*3432
safety gear, gumshields, etc

3393

Cricket bat set to include bat, pads, bag, etc

*3394

Model Ford GT car, playing cards and a Pop! Vinyl
figure

*3395

2 boxed pairs of womens Columbia waterproof
shoes size 5

Superdrift racing car

*3413

2 boxed pairs of Skechers memory foam shoes

3387

*3390

3412

*3433

Blowup inflatable childs bouncy castle with pump

2 VTech baby 4 in 1 alphabet trains
spare
Bag containing 2 NBA basketballs plus a Mitre
football
Childs Great Creations art centre

3434

Sports exercise bike in box

3435

Cross trainer

3436

3418 - Custom fit cross trainer
Disk shake plate

3396

Boxed pair of Nike Air Superfly B trainers size 8.5

3437

3397

Lego Marvel Superhero Crossbone Hazard Heist
set plus a Lego Technic Tuner garage set

*3438

3398

3395 - Boxed football goal

3399

Unassembled electric treadmill with fittings

3439

Tray of table tennis sets plus a box of childrens
police gun sets

Rocking unicorn plus rocking elephant

3440

2 boxes of childrens police gun sets

*3400

Ride on Mickey Mouse plan, world globe and ABC
puzzle toy

3441

Tray of 4 in 1 W12 tank sets plus a box of
childrens police gun sets

*3401

Childs V Tech learning desk

3442

Under counter freezer
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3443

Bosch Excel tumble dryer

3444

3426 Silver fridge freezer

3445

Samsung Ecobubble 14kg washing machine

*3446

Denby under counter compact fridge

*3447

(133) Samsung washing machine

3448

*3449
*3450

*3483

Philips wet or dry shaver plus Power Clipper hair
cutting kit

3484

Pandora Unforgettable moments picture frame in
box

3485

3485 Boba Fett helmet

3486
3669 Sterling Baby 7 piece penguin theme gift set
age 3 months together with Lily & Jack leopard
*3487
print gift set age 3-6 months
*3488
3776 BCBGeneration faux fur parka in black, size
medium
*3489
3788 Banana Republic grey merino wool sweater
size medium (used)

3451

Red and white full zipped jacket, M

3452

6 mixed style ladies shirts

3453

Selection of mixed clothing incl. ladies Nike
training trousers plus 2 pairs of mens trousers
3599 2x metal office bins
3567 Flat pack storage cupboard
3522 Large bag of beauty products including
sanitary ware, makeup brushes, makeup bags,
false eyelashes & nails, waxing spatulas, tanning
gloves, Clearblue, sponges etc

*3490

3702 Hot water bottles, cushion, cushion covers,
throw, chair cushion, etc

6 mixed style ladies

*3491

3679 Spoke men's shorts in navy build B waist 37

3454

Nike grey womens jumper, L

*3492

3455

Mens full zip black Nike jacket, XS

3456

Mens Nike purple and white full zip jacket, L

3593 Selection of cleaning accessories; toilet
bowl tabs, Miele vac bags, 2 plungers, 2 mop
heads, 2 dusters, toilet brush

3457

Mens full zip Nike C72 jacket, S

*3493

3711 5x packs of flat pack plastic boxes

3458

Mens white and blue full zip Nike jacket, XL

*3494

3507 Bath bombs, soaps, Bath salts, wet wipes
etc

3459

Mens dark grey Nike AirMax jumper, S

*3495

3460

Mens green Nike Athletic hoodie, XL

3461

Mens blue Nike Tour hoodie, L

3552 Colour run remover, Washing machine
cleaner, Oven cleaner, Milton cleanser, surface
cleaners, air freshener, Dylon dye etc

3462

Mens full zip Nike jacket, XXL

*3496

3827 Puma Future Z 3.1 FG football boots size
11

3463

Mens blue Nike hoodie, S

*3497

3813 Adidas Precopx FG football boots size 9

3464

Simple Human bin in box

*3498

3440 Box containing approx 30 ladies swimsuits
in blue and white polka dot, pink floral decoration
and black sizes 10 - 14 together with approx 10
boxes of Carole Hochman twin pack seamless
comfort bras

*3465

Christmas reindeer with tree

*3466

Pair of Bridge Design table lamps

3467

3458 Bag containing face shields and green bags

3468

Tray containing figures, household effects, puzzle,
etc.

3469

Tray containing kitchen utensils

3470

Selection of mixed boxed board games

3471

Selection of mixed boxed board games

3472

Selection of mixed boxed board games

3473

Box of sun readers

3474

Box containing face masks, household items, etc.

3475

3 trays of mixed housewares

3476

Box containing Lock & Lock food storage
containers plus box of Lock & Lock round food
storage containers

3477

3 trays of mixed housewares

3478

2 trays of mixed houeswares

3479

1 boxed and 1 unboxed childrens safety stair gates

3499

Box containing mixed style womens shoes

3500

Box of mixed ladies shoes

*3501

Zips, wool, ribbon, cotton, elastic and lengths of
fabrics

*3502

Norton red cob halter & used turning out rug, cat
bed & harness, hamster wheel, Flea treatment,
pet toys, collars and aquarium back drops

*3503

Alto 75N belt pack flotation aid, Point Two & Helite
lift jackets and Conwy Kayak seat Kayak back
rest

*3504

V-shaped support pillow, Pack of 12 tea towels,
throws, non slip bath mat, cushion covers etc

*3505

Liverpool F.C door mat, 2 double mattress
protectors & fitted sheets, picnic blanket and non
slip mats

*3506

Puma training bag, holdalls, Adidas Adocolor
backpack and 2 packs of shopping bags

3481

Mens Champion t-shirt (M) plus womens Adidas t- *3507
shirt (size 16), mens Tommy Hilfiger slim fit shirt
(XXL) and pair of mens Puma shorts
*3508
Roberta Rossi Milano handbag

3482

4 sealed Agent Provocateur 50ml perfumes

*3480
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City scene touch lamp, Leather care kit, 2 packs
A4 copy paper, Desire Aroma lamp, Carbon paper
and household sundries
10 x Viper Elite rifle magazine stacker system
pouches
Spice rack, Knedet kitchen knife set, glass

pitchers, Oil drizzler, teapot, Hamburger presses,
hob covers, measuring spoons, rolling pin etc
*3510

Red Maple outdoor kitchen set, Portable stove,
hard brush, Highlander Blackthorn 1 person
trekking tent and BBQ skewers

*3511

Hot water bottles, towels, tail blanket, table cloth,
drawstring & tote bags etc

*3512

Neilson telescopic heavy duty lopper, shears,
canes, gardening hand tool set, butterfly seed
mats, Bird house kit, wasp trap and hose
attachment

bottle, oven gloves, rug etc
*3531

Stackers hanging travel wash bag, XXV
Sportswear hold all and other bags

*3532

Adjustable folding canes, black out blind, Dude
wipes, lamp shades, Pack of Sharpies, toy
plough, bids, picture frame etc

*3533

Fishing accessories including bite indicator, bait,
weights, line, hooks, flies etc

*3534

Okuma Sheffield S 1002 Centerpin fly fishing reel

*3535

Anti Anxiety crystals, step stool, Willow Tree,
Meerkat & other ornaments, Ukulele, Fabric care
kit, Approx 1000 self adhesive plastic bags and
toilet cleaner tabs

*3536

TVNS stimulator kits, Salter electronic scales,
Colostomy bags, dental disposable impression
trays, cast protector, Filta guards, ResMed face
mask and tubing and other medical accessories

*3537

Set of frying pans, chef's knife, Brita water filter,
cake stand, food storage containers, chop sticks,
BBQ basket, Joseph refuse sacks and kitchen
accessories

*3513

Bon Trading Ltd Atomic cappuccino maker

*3514

Large quantity of cup cake boxes

*3515

5 large throws, Heart shape cushion, inner
cushion pad, microfibre dusters, magnetic door
screen, non slip mat and tie on chair pads

*3516

Large bag of sundry items including tripod,
wallpaper, stationery, desk tidy, picture frame,
Slush Puppy cups etc

*3517

Oak & Steel wine glasses, portable blender,
pineapple knives, Cafe Ole pot, Aqua Optima
water filters, fruit basket, Sabichi cutlery set, Ninja *3538
attachment, garlic crusher and kitchen
accessories

*3518

Royal Salute 6 piece kitchen knife set

*3519

Bestway Flow Clear ground cover, 2 x 1kg tubs
stabilised chlorine tablets, ClearWater pool starter
kit and filters
*3540

*3520

*3521

*3539

Large quantity of self adhesive plastic bags, Box
of 100 open face card holders, Dancing water
*3541
speakers, umbrella, air pumps, Fragrance warmer,
candlestick, heat transfer vinyl, Washing machine
& toilet cleaners etc
*3542
Saltrock kids changing towel, bids, nappy
changing mat, baby carrier, cutlery, hooded towel,
party accessories, fidget mat etc

Remington hair straighteners, Garden water timer,
sun lounger, solar lights, wool, patterns, brush &
comb set etc
Harry Hall Size 57 riding hat, Harrison Howard
Care Master 2 horse fly mask and 2 Zebra print
Eczema rugs
Coco bedding, Natural sand, Fish breeder box,
pump and Rodent & Pest repellers
Polar fleece pet blankets, pet carrier, Halo
microchip scanner, cat bed & toy, pet harnesses
etc
Large bag of toiletries including hair regrowth
treatment, suncare, Shampoo & hair products,
moisturizers, shaving products, body wash, oils,
balms etc

*3522

Rogue 100l waterproof dry bag, The North Face
holdall, beach & tote bags, cosmetic bag & quilt
bags etc

*3543

Large bag of toiletries including sun protection,
oils, balms, hair products, body wash, facial
scrub, serum etc

*3523

Karcher dirtblaster, Patio cover set, ground sheet,
Chanodug outdoor chair, Bonsai kit, metal pot top
covers, Slug killer, tarpaulins etc

*3544

Large bag of toiletries including essential oils, hair
products, sun protection, lotions, balms,
moisturizers, body wash etc

*3524

Rush Athletics Legacy rope, wooden suspension
rings, resistance bands, shin pads, yoga block,
Golf & tennis balls etc

*3545

Bath bombs, soaps, face & feet masks, lip balm,
Epsom salts and beauty product sample sachets

*3525

*3546

5 sun lounger tie on cushions, support cushion
and 2 inner cushion pads

*3526

Menu folders, picture frames, adhesive paper,
dream catcher, desk tidy, fabric shaver and sundry *3547
items

Large bag of toiletries including hair regrowth
treatment, self tan, hair colour & hair products,
body wash, shower gel, oils, moisturizers, lotions,
balms etc

*3527

Alder Titanium wet suit, cricket leg pads, Aero
bridge, resistance bands, golf balls, Yoga cards
etc

*3548

19 packs of Unicorn Cosmetics false eyelashes

*3528

Dyson & other vacuum poles and accessories
together with Nilfisk & other vacuum dust bags

*3549

Selection of dental & shaving products

*3550

Selection of 'The Ordinary' beauty products

*3529

Chilly's and other water bottles and travel mugs

*3551

*3530

Table protector, double fitted valance, single fitted
*3552
sheet, pillow sham, picnic blanket, hot water

Large bag of assorted toiletries including Tropic,
Elemis, Pixi, No. 7, L'Oreal, Tony & Guy etc
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Large bag of beauty products including hair bands
& decorations, manicure sets, jade roller, false
eyelashes, false nails & nail art, sanitary wear etc

Selection of branded & High Street cosmetics
including MAC, Huda, bareMinerals, No. 7 etc

*3553

Czcanbo dog bed

*3587

Food dehydrator

*3554

2 rolls of Arthouse Woodland Fairy design
wallpaper and 2 large kids play mats

*3588

Rattan storage basket, small multi colour rug,
polystyrene cooler box and lap tray

*3555

Medium & small sized dog beds

*3589

*3556

Revell 1:72 05606 model pirate ship kit

Quantity of pink Ostrich feathers, 12 rolls pink gift
wrap and 10 boxes of Eye lid wipes

*3557

Large box of Costa coffee take out plastic & card
tumblers

*3590

*3558

3 boxes containing wall hung wine bottle holders

Large quantity of 'Please & Thank You' luxury
British soaps comprising 'Eat your Greens' and
'Fire in the Orangery!

*3559

June's Boutique, Doncaster Bowers Fold feather
ladies hat and storage box

*3591

13 Wham rectangular storage baskets

*3592

*3560

Wagner wall paper steamer

4x8m tarpaulin, Dekton weed burner and Electric
grass trimmer

*3561

Port Designs Manhattan backpack for notebooks

*3593

Robot vacuum cleaner, Holife hand held vacuum
and Dyson hose

*3562

Silentnight King size super springy 10.5 tog duvet

*3594

*3563

Bing bag loader, 5L garden pressure sprayer,
watering can and red tie on bench cushion

Tidy tray, Ikea mirror, Stylo turntable and quantity
of bottle spray attachments

*3595

Revitalise Pro by Aquarius massage gun

*3596

GHD air professional hair dryer

*3597

Articture light of life lamp

*3598

2 x BaByliss rose quartz 38mm tongs and
BaByliss Elegance 2100 hair dryer

*3564

ddis 50L pedal bin, clothes basket and fold up lap
table

*3565

Sophie Conran shallow 4L casserole dish,
Sagaform carafe and Brieftons 7 blade spiralizer

*3566

Met manta 54/58 road cycle helmet and Align II
specialized 59-62 cyclist helmet

*3599

*3567

Made.com Glode ceiling light fitting and Next
Diffusion wall sconces

Dicho veg & fruit cleaner, Lavazza caffetteria, Milk
frother, Bosch & Bamix hand blenders

*3600

*3568

Large bucket of Epsom salt

GHD curve wand classic wave, TRESemme
ceramic 215 styler Vidal Sassoon hydro gloss
straighteners and a hot comb

*3569

Box of kart racing design coffee mugs

*3601

*3570

Child of Prague figurine, lap table, 4 tier folding
airer and extending pole

No! No! hair removal kit, Wax heater, Waterpulse
V300 water flosser, massage gun etc

*3602

Lakeland Class pack colouring pencils, Play
house and accessories and quantity of play pit
balls

Braun Silk Epil 5 hair removal kit, Revlon Teal
Edition styling brush and Revamp Proglass
deepform brush

*3603

Pro Wax 100 pot, Cnaier spin facial brush, LED
nail lamp and 2 massage gun kits

*3604

Hotel Chocolat Velvetiser

*3605

Dualit milk frother, Hunshumy stick blender set
and multi blender

*3606

Slendertone Arms set, Fetal Doppler heart rate
monitor, Smart Duo blood glucose monitor, blood
pressure monitor and TENS digital paint relief unit

*3607

Wahl 5 Star Series cordless detailer, Wahl Aqua
blade 10 in 1, Braun All in One Trimmer 3,
BaByliss grooming kit and Silvercrest rotary shaver

*3608

Black & Decker portable mini dehumidifier,
Electric bug zapper, Elpine oscillating desk fan
and 2 USB tower fans

*3609

Philips Hue smart button, Light up numbers,
Cookie light up tray, Levitating Luna lamp and 2
table/floor uplighter lamps

*3610

GHD styler carry case and heat resistance mat,
Kera hair straighteners, Atmos Sphere humidifiers
and Smart LED strip

*3611

Batoko seal pattern sea green swimsuit size small

*3571

*3572

Nkuku Nkomi basket and large support cushion

*3573

Nutribullet juicer

*3574

Sharp duo clean vacuum head, Vinsani spray mop
and Fine Elements 1200w heater

*3575

Waterford Diamond Line 25cm lead crystal bowl

*3576

Mop & bucket, footrest and quantity of wooden
coat hangers

*3577

Purple 4 wheel manicure storage box

*3578

Silentnight super springy pack of 4 pillows

*3579

Philips Avent 0m+ complete breast pump &
accessories starter kit

*3580

Russel Hobbs powersteam ultra 3100w iron,
electric double hot plate and wooden shelf unit

*3581

Iron Maiden The Book of Souls head figure

*3582

Simba hydrid pillow

*3583

Nuby super soft play gym

*3584

Uckers 'The Art of Blobbing' Royal Navy Edition
board game

*3585

6 packs of Pura nappies and Lottie Finn campfire
pack

*3612

Three Jona Michelle dresses in various styles, for
ages 3,4 and 10

*3586

335 cash drawer & keys together with Ottlite LED
desk lamp

*3613

Invite fuschia blouse size 14

*3614

Sebago Docksides Maine sweater size M
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*3615

Kirkland jacket in blue heather, size large

*3616

House of Cavani mens draco 3 piece suit in navuy
size 48R (trousers 42R) with garment bag

*3617

Little Mistress lilac fishtail maxi dress size 6

*3618

Moss London blazer jacket size 44R, in tan with
zebra inner lining

*3619

Two pairs of Pure Collection garden floral capri
trousers, size 12 and 10

*3683

Bag of loose assorted mens and womens shoes
to include boots, ankle boots and heels (9 pairs)

3684

Bag of loose assorted childrens shoes (20 pairs,
some used)

*3685

Bag of loose assorted shoes to include boots and
ankle boots (10 pairs)

*3686

Bag of loose assorted shoes including heels and
sandals (approx 11 pairs, some used)

*3687

Bag of loose assorted sandals and slippers
(approx 14 pairs)

*3688

Bag of loose assortd shoes to include heels and
wedges (8 pairs)

3620

spare

3651

spare

3652

spare

3653

spare

*3689

Bag of assorted used shoes (approx 11 pairs)

3654

spare

*3690

Nike Air Jordan 1 Retro High Zoom White Racer
Blue (used)

Nike Air Jordan 1 Mid Aqua Blue Tint womens
trainers size 9

*3691

Nike Jordan 1 Mid To My First Coach womens
trainers size 8.5

*3692

Nike Air Jordan 1 Mid Barely Rose womens
trainers size 9

*3693

Nike Air Jordan 6 Retro Gold Hoops womens
trainers size 5

*3694

Adidas Yeezy Boost 350 V2 Mono Mist size 9
(torn size label)

*3695

Nike Blazer Mid '77 Suede trainers size 10

*3696

Selection of Pull & Bear clothing to include
dresses, tops, shorts, etc

*3697

Selection of Zara clothing to include dresses,
tops, skirts, etc

*3698

Selection of denim wear to include Levi, Legend,
BooHoo, etc

*3699

Selection of denim wear to include BDG, New
Look, Legend, etc

Dr Martens Turbine waterproof safety boots size
12

*3700

Selection of sportswear to include Nike, Puma,
Adidas, etc

*3669

Dr Martens 1460 boots size 6

*3701

Pallet containing men's and women's clothing

*3670

Nike SB Blazer Court Daan Van Der Linden Dusty *3702
Olive size 10

*3671

Jones Bootmaker Shenzhen trainers size 12

*3672

Steve Madden Mac trainers size 8

*3703

*3673

Nike Lebron 18 Best 10-18 Psychic Purple size
7.5

Selection of Salt Rock clothing to include t-shirts
in various designs plus a hoodie

*3704

*3674

Dolce & Gabbana button-embellished ankle boots
size EU 40 (used)

Rock & Republic Victoria Beckham crown
embroidery jeans size 28

*3705

Mint Velvet ladies hot pink dress size 18

*3675

Adidas Predator 20.3 LL FG football boots size
9.5

*3706

Oliver Bonas ladies jacquard multi colour jacket
size 12

*3676

Ecco Soft X trainers size 6.5-7

*3707

*3677

Ecco Biom 2.0 trainers size 6.5-7

Alpha Industries ladies bomber jacket in khaki
green size medium

*3678

Papillio Mary leather wedges size 5

*3708

Reve The Label 2 ladies juliette dress in black size
XS and S

*3679

Rocket Dog 'Sugar Daddy' winter boots size 6

*3709

*3680

Gabor Nulon Rubin Suede/Metallic trainers size 6

Jaded London ladies woven vintage floral boyfriend
fit jeans size 32

*3681

Marc Darcy Murray tan leather brogues size 12

*3710

*3682

Bag of loose assorted trainers (10 pairs, some
used)

Thomas Lyte ice cricket world cup England &
Wales 2019 bag with dust bag

*3711

Cath Kidston PVC tote summer time

*3655
*3656

Mulberry Buckle Boot size EU 40

*3657

Vagabond Kenova boots size 5

3658
*3659
3660

Bag of loose assorted safety footwear (7 pairs,
one used)
Bag of loose assorted trainers (some used)
Bag of loose assorted childrens shoes

*3661

Bag of loose assorted shoes and footwear
accessories

*3662

Bag of loose assorted boots (4 pairs, some used)

*3663

Bag of loose assorted ladies shoes

*3664

Bag of loose assorted mens and ladies shoes

*3665

Ted Baker Peetch heels size 6 (used)

*3666

Tropicfeel Canyon trainers size EU 44

*3667

Tommy Hilfiger Essential sneakers size EU 37

3668
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Selection of Ben Sherman Team GB Tokyo 2020
official licensed clothing to include jackets, polo
tops and shirts

*3712

Pallet containing mixed ladies and men's clothing

*3741

Stine Goya ladies bold print dress size small

*3713

9 Puma Manchester City slim fit dycell football
shirts

*3742

Melissa Odabash ladies crochet lace dress in
cream size small

*3714

Selection of sportswear to include Nike, Adidas,
Under Armour, etc

*3743

Replay ladies anti fit leather effect wet look jeans
size 12

*3715

Selection of denim wear to include Levi, River
Island, BooHoo, etc

*3744

Pretty Green check cotton overhead jacket in blue
size XXL

*3716

Selection of Zara clothing to include dresses,
shorts, tops, etc

*3745

Pretty Green ladies bright paisley print rain jacket
size medium

*3717

Selection of & Other Stories clothing to include
dresses and cardigan sizes EUR34, EUR38 and
XS

*3746

Reiss ladies nadia day dress in blue size 10

*3747

Billa Bong ladies summer high bra hike swimsuit
in salt crystal size medium

*3748

Hush ladies kloe hemp midi dress in pink size 16

*3749

Hush ladies frances frill dress in coral size 16

*3750

Hush ladies rafi cross back dress in black size 16

*3718

Cos ladies dress in black size M together with
dress in navy size 14

*3719

Abercrombie & Fitch the A&F classic tee 100%
cotton 5 pack size medium

*3720

Steve Madden over the shoulder handbag in taupe *3751

*3721

Oliver Bonas ladies black vintage daisy floral
jumpsuit size 6

*3752

*3722

The North Face ladies cyclone jacket in light pink
and vintage white size XL

Cream & Rouge ladies elbise dress in lilac size
STD

*3753

Tog24 men's burnsea jacket in mustard size XL

*3723

Eavis & Brown London gold beaded 100% pure
silk dress size small

*3754

Tog24 ladies skipsea jacket in rose pink size 16

*3755

Selection of bags, handbags, wallets, etc

*3724

Rejina Pyo ladies scout dress in cotton rust size
small

*3756

Selection of hats in various styles

*3725

*3757
Edwin est Tokyo Japan men's denim jacket in light
*3758
pink size medium

Hush ladies ditsy floral jemma tea dress in pink
size 16

Selection of mixed ladies and men's underwear
Selection of mixed paired socks

*3726

Miss ord ladies one shoulder evening dress in
wine red size Large

*3759

Selection of accessories to include umbrella,
belts, gloves, etc

*3727

MaxMara Weekend ladies lampone knit
multicoloured jumper size small

*3760

Pallet of Shein clothing in various styles

*3761

Pallet containing mixed ladies and men's clothing

*3728

Chi Chi London Curve ladies plus size ruffle floral
print midi dress in green size 18

*3762

Mint Velvet ladies off white cropped denim jacket
size 6

*3729

Ted Baker London ladies pointelle knit dress in
ivory size 1

*3763

Selection of denim wear to include Next, ASOS,
ISawItFirst, etc

*3730

Ted Baker London ladies square neck embroidery *3764
sleeve top in white size 0

Hackett London men's field jacket in navy size
large

*3731

Ted Baker London ladies embroidered full midi
skirt in white size 1

House of cb London ladies evita bardot top in ivory
size medium

*3732

Off x Springz camo bear print t-shirt and hoodie in *3766
white size medium
*3767
Pallet containing mixed ladies and men's clothing

COS leather jacket in black size medium

*3734

Selection of Zara clothing to include jeans, tops,
trousers, etc

Oh Polly ladies bodycon cut out sides dress in
beige size 6

*3735

Selection of denim wear to include Abercrombie & *3769
Fitch, G-Raw, Zara, etc

Oh Polly ladies 2 piece ruffle skirt and top co-ord
set in pink size 6

*3736

Selection of sportswear to include Gym Shark,
Adidas, Nike, etc

*3770

Victoria's Secret over the shoulder bag in silver

*3737

Selection of Salt Rock clothing to include t-shirts
in various designs plus hoodie

*3771

Elizabeth Scarlett London lobster pearl velvet
wash bag with dust bag

*3738

Kenzo Paris logo bum bag in black

*3772

Hugo Boss men's trousers in black size 48

*3739

Tommy Hilfiger poppy tote bag in black

*3773

Jacob Cohen men's tailored jeans size 38

*3740

Elizabeth Scarlet London sunflower pouch
together with zebra and hummingbird coin purses
all with dust bags

*3774

Selection of WoolOvers clothing to include
dresses and blouses sizes 14 and XL

*3775

Oh Polly ladies bodycon dress in beige size 6

*3733
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Selection of sportswear to include Nike, Adidas,
Puma, etc

*3776

Titanic star crest jumper size XXL

*3777

Coast ladies lace v neck mini dress in cobalt size
10

*3778

Paul Smith cardigan in yellow size large

*3779

Lavish Alice ladies halter neck dress in mauve
size 12

*3780

Pallet containing mixed ladies and men's clothing

*3781

Denim & Supply Ralph Lauren worn look jacket
size large

*3782

haze size 34
*3807

Anthropologie Indego & Africa weaved shell bag

*3808

Selection of NA-KD clothing to include trousers,
tops, jeans, etc

*3809

Selection of bags in various styles

*3810

Selection of hats in various styles

*3811

Selection of mixed ladies and men's underwear

3812

Monsoon ladies renata hand embellished dress in
berry size 16

Pallet containing mixed children's clothing ages 3
and under

3813

*3783

Schmuddelwedda ladies yellow rain jacket size
small

Pallet containing mixed children's clothing ages 4
and over

3814

*3784

Madeleine ladies puffer jacket in gun metal silver
size 20

Bam Bini Boo 6 piece newborn essentials gift set
age 0-3 months

3815

Selection of children's Zara clothing to include
tops, jackets, baby grows, etc

*3785

Chi Chi London ladies blue dress size 16

3816

*3786

Hugo Boss men's swim shorts in white / grey size
Large

Set of 2 Wet Wednesdays children's outdoors
fleece lined all in one both age 3-4

*3787

Selection of denim wear to include Lee,
Stradivarius, True Religion, etc

3817

Set of 3 Monsoon children's party perfect dresses
ages 8 and 9

*3788

Selection of denim wear to include Pull & Bear,
Run & Fly, Missguided, etc

3818

The Baby Boutique & Co Steiff gift box set age 3-6
months

*3789

Pallet containing mixed ladies and men's clothing

3819

Converse All Star 3 piece baby set in bold lime
age 6-12 months

*3790

Safeguard Clothing ballistic level NIJ level IIIa 0101.06 body armour vest size medium

3820

Gucci children's gucci choir tiger sweatshirt in red
age 9-12 months

*3791

Orlebar Brown men's giles GD CLS shirt in laurel
size XL

3821

Gucci boy's l'aveugle par amour t-shirt in grey age
6

*3792

Orlebar Brown men's giles GD placket CLS shirt in
vintage rose size XL

3822

Little Marc Jacobs boy's swim shorts age 3

*3793

Selection of denim wear to include BDG, River
Island, Perisian, etc

3823

Monsoon girl's bold floral puffer jacket age 7-8

3824

*3794

Jack Wolfskin boy's K zenon jacket in green
ocean age 13-14

Orlebar Brown men's christopher II t-shirt in
sunday grey melange size XL

3825

John Lewis Heirloom Collection girl's bridesmaid
dress age 2

*3795

The Ragged Priest ladies buddy knit chunky yarn
jumper with crochet hearts in lilac / black size
large

*3826

2 pairs of Adidas Campus 80s trainers size 8

*3827

Brooks Adrenaline GTS 21 trainers size 9.5

*3796

Selection of denim wear to include Bershka, MNG, *3828
H&M Divided, etc

Nike Air Force 1 LX Vandalised White womens
trainers size 5

*3797

Musto men's corsica BR1 gilet in true navy size XL *3829

Asics Gel Rocket 9 trainers size 10

*3798

Massimo Dutti ladies feather down puffer jacket in *3830
taupe size 12

Nike Air Max 95 Pink Oxford womens trainers size
6

*3799

Massimo Dutti ladies puffer jacket in metallic navy *3831
size 10
3832
Zavetti Canada fuax fur hood jacket in black size
*3833
XS

Nike React Vision Black Anthracite size 10.5

*3800
*3801

Selection of Adidas sportswear

*3802

Selection of Nike sportswear in various styles

*3803

Sorel Rylee waterproof childrens boots size 6
Karl Lagerfeld Pandora Hi Knit Collar ankle boots
size 5

*3834

Karl Lagerfeld Pandora Hi Knit Collar ankle boots
size 5

Selection of sportswear to include Gym Shark,
New Balance, Under Armour, etc

*3835

Karl Lagerfeld Pandora Hi Knit Collar ankle boots
size 6

*3804

Selection of Zara clothing to include dresses,
shorts, tops, etc

*3836

Karl Lagerfeld Pandora Hi Knit Collar ankle boots
size 7

*3805

Selection of Zara clothing to include dresses,
jacket, swimwear, etc

*3837

Karl Lagerfeld Pandora Hi Knit Collar ankle boots
size 7

*3806

Orlebar Brown men's bulldog swim shorts in blue

*3838

Karl Lagerfeld Pandora Hi Knit Collar ankle boots
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size 4

*3875

Massimo Dutti small bucket handbag with dust bag

*3839

Ugg Scuffette II slippers size 7

*3876

*3840

Nike Air Jordan Max Aura size 10 (used)

Selection of Boggi shorts and shirts in various
colours, all size M, one pair of shorts size 48

*3877

Trio of Chi Chi London dresses, two size 16, one
for 6 year old

*3878

G-Star Raw denim jacket size XS

*3879

Essentials Fear of God grey shorts, size small

*3880

Karen Millen red dress, size 8

3841

Nike Blazer Low 77' childrens trainers size 5.5

*3842

Nike SB GTS Return Premium L trainers size 7.5

*3843

Hylo Running V2 trainers size 4

*3844

Shimano cycling shoes size EU 46 (used)

*3845

Steve Madden Yuma-R Silver heels size 8 (used)

3846

*3881
2 pairs of Clarks childrens shoes to include Scape
*3882
Sky and Loxham Walk

*3847

Jones Bootmaker Goodyear Welt leather brogues
size 7

*3848

2 pairs of FitFlop sandals size 7 and 8

Hush Sally Shirt Dress in Daisy Dot Navy, size 12
Noelle organic classic cotton oversized sweatshirt,
size medium

*3883

House of CB white bustier, size small

*3884

Boxed numbered limited edition (168 of 250)
reproduction Ivor Preece 1950s British Lions shirt
by the Rugby company, size L

*3885

USED and new adult clothing, including small
quantity of linen and shoes

*3886

USED and new children's clothing

*3887

Childish blue and cream hoodie, size XL

*3888

Creatures of XIX Gecko Grip leggings size medium

*3889

Trio of Ben Sherman children's Team GB Olympic
polo shirts, sizes 5-6 years and 7-8 years

*3890

Quba Sails Sierra X-Series Soft Shell Jacket with
packaway hood in navy/cool blue, size 12

*3891

Quba Sails Sierra X-Series soft shell jacket with
packaway hood in navy/cool blue, size 18

*3892

Quba Sails Adelina X-Series water resistant jacket
in cool blue and white, size 16

*3893

Quba Sails white barrel bag, three white cooler
bags and two navy laptop bags

*3894

Quba & Co two Alondra Western jackets in violet
(both size 14), and two Polina pastel blue (size 14
and size 16)

3849

4 pairs of assorted boxed childrens shoes to
include Adidas, New Balance and Converse

*3850

Bag of loose assorted used shoes (approx 12
pairs)

*3851

Bag of loose assorted sandals and slippers (9
pairs)

*3852

Burberry Furley slides size 10

*3853

Adidas Yeezy Boost 350 V2 Cream/Triple White
size 11

*3854

Love Moschino glitter trainers size EU 41 (used)

*3855

Adidas Yeezy Boost 350 V2 Zebra size 8

*3856

Dr Martens 1490 leather high boots size 8

*3857

Duke + Dexter Scott suede loafers size 9

*3858

Adidas Adipower Hockey size 8

*3859

Nike Phantom GT2 Elite FG football boots size 9

3860

Vilebrequin boys turtle print shorts in blue marine
size XS

3861

Vilebrequin boy's seaside print swim shorts age 4

3862

Vilebrequin boy's jungle print swim shorts age 4

*3895

10 Quba & Co t-shirts and Quba & Co umbrella

3863

Vilebrequin boy's floral print swim shorts age 4

*3896

25 Quba Sails caps and 5 fin floating keyrings

3864

Peter Rabbit children's dress up costume age 3-4

*3897

*3865

A Bathing Ape World Gone Mad shark hoodie in
camo print size small

Aftershock London red sequined dress size
medium

*3898

Ralph Lauren Wimbledon jumper size medium

*3899

Infinity leather jacket size XL

*3900

Toast ruffle neck cotton shirt in raspberry, size 14

*3866

Cath Kidston London polka dot back pack
together with London people handbag

3867

Selection of older children's accessories to include
bags, throw, socks, etc

3868

Selection of baby accessories to include blankets,
bibs, comforters, etc

*3869

Pallet containing mixed ladies and men's clothing

*3870

Selection on denim wear to include Monkl, New
Look, Levi, etc

*3871

Selection of Zara clothing to include tops,
dresses, jeans, etc

*3872

Selection of sportswear to include Nike, Adidas,
Umbro, etc

*3873

Selection of mixed paired socks

*3874

Oh Polly ladies bodycon dress in pink size 6
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3901

Box containing mixed shoes incl. slippers,
trainers, etc.

3902

Box of mixed ladies dress shoes, trainers, etc.

3903

Box of mixed ladies boots, shoes, etc.

3904

Box containing mixed style trainers, dress shoes,
etc.

3905

Box of mixed style shoes

3906

Box containing mixed boots, shoes, slippers, etc.

3907

Box containing mixed boots, shoes, slippers, etc.

3908

Box containing mixed boots, shoes, slippers, etc.

3909

Box containing mixed boots, shoes, slippers, etc.

3910

Box containing mixed boots, shoes, slippers, etc.

*4033

Jetson electric bike in black with power supply

3911

Box containing mixed boots, shoes, slippers, etc.

*4034

Jetson electric bike in black with power supply

3912

Box containing mixed boots, shoes, slippers, etc.

*4035

Boxed Jetson scooter with power supply

3913

spare

*4036

Beacon Vitesse electric bike in silver

3914

spare

3915

spare

3916

spare

3917

spare

3918

spare

3919

spare

3920

spare

4001

FC53 BET Land Rover Discovery TD5 S in silver,
2495cc, first registered 08.09.2003, diesel, approx
mileage 149,131, 7 former keepers, MOT expired
6.11.20, v5 present

4002

4037

4032 Vintage Step Through bike in black with
Brookes saddle

4038

City Sport Tiger mountain bike in silver

4039

Trex mountain bike in pale blue/ dark blue

4040

Full suspension mountain bike in green and cream

*4041

Lombardo electric mountain bike in green and
black, no power supply

4042

4037 Club Dunlop mountain bike in pink

4043

Carlton Vintage racing bike in green

4044

Slatted wood garden bench in green with matching
table

4045

3 galvanized watering cans and galvanized tray

4046

Large waney edge top oak garden table on black
supports

4047

6 aluminium framed stacking chairs with rattan
seating

4048

Collection of items incl. clothes rail, wooden stool
and 2 plastic stools

EF59 RM XFord Fiesta Sport TDCI 90 DFD car
derived van in silver, 1560cc diesel, first registered 4049
31.12.2009, approx mileage 134,144, 2 former
4050
keepers, MOT until 07.04.2022, V5 present with
*4051
previous MOT paperwork.
This vehicle is a Category S Insurance Loss
*4052
*4053

4 bent metal stacking garden chairs in green
5 wooden storage boxes
Artificial fig tree
Artificial fern
Circular rattan garden table in brown on matching
base

4003

spare

4004

spare

4005

spare

4006

spare

4007

spare

4008

spare

*4058

Circular rattan garden table in grey

4009

spare

*4059

4010

spare

Smoked glass circular garden table on brown
supports

*4060

White glass top table on harlequin supports

*4021

Miele girls bike with basket

4054

Heavy oak coffee table on turned supports

4055

Heavy oak coffee table on turned supports

4056

Metamorphic oak trolley

4057

Large circular aluminium garden table on matching
supports with 4 matching chairs and blue cushions

4022

Triumph 21 speed mountain bike in silver

4061

White picnic hamper

4023

Apollo mountain bike in silver and blue

4062

Wicker hamper

4024

Giant Boulder mountain bike in red and silver

*4063

Patio heater

4025

Folding Motion electric bike in black with charger

*4064

4026

Muddy Fox BMX bike in black and orange

Suspended wicker garden egg chair with grey
cushion

*4065

Rectangular rattan effect garden table in grey

*4066

White wicker effect garden suspended egg chair
with grey cushion

*4027

Boxed Vitesse electric bike in silver and black
with power supply

4028

Electric Razor scooter with power supply

4029

4022 Black racing bike

*4030

Ozinc electric scooter, no power supply

4031

Raleigh Edge mountain bike in green

4032

Apollo Guru full suspension mountain bike in green
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Garden sun lounger recliner in grey

*4069

Rattan effect reclining garden sun lounger in brown
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4070

Cabrio 246 petrol powered bent shaft strimmer

4071

(65) Electric garden tiller

4072

(64) Flymo garden blow vac

4115

Pair of Paddy Hopkirk roof bars

4073

Pair of Fiskars weed extractors

4116

4096 Quantity of grey car mats

4074

Stihl petrol powered chainsaw

4117

Rucksack and 2 pannier bags

4075

Robin petrol powered straight shaft hedge cutter

4118

2 rolls of chicken wire

4076

Stihl FS55 straight shaft strimmer

4119

5 boxes of compressed wood logs

4077

Ryobi straight shaft petrol strimmer

4120

5 boxes of compressed wood logs

4078

Petrol powered hedge cutter

4121

5 boxes of compressed wood logs

4079

Makita petrol powered long reach hedge cutter

4080

Mac Allister straight shaft petrol powered strimmer

4123

10 bags of kindling

4081

Boxed Razor scooter

4124

Flat pack IKEA storage box

4082

3 assorted mops and brushes

4125

Quantity of rectangular cut chip board

4083

Quantity of edging shears and loppers

*4126

Tommy Bahama deck chair

4084

3 assorted garden tools incl. spades and forks

*4127

Box of plastic rattan garden furniture parts and
boxed beech flat pack chair on footstool

*4085

Razor scooter

*4086

Razor scooter

4087

Range Rover dog guard

4088

Cordless Bosch Easy hedge cutter

4089

McCulloch petrol powered hedge cutter

4090

Sun Ray Power petrol powered strimmer body

4091

Titan petrol powered hedge cutter

4092

McCulloch bent shaft petrol powered strimmer

4093

Aosome petrol powered multi tool strimmer incl.
chainsaw, hedge cutter and strimmer

4094

Titan petrol powered straight shaft long reach
chainsaw

4095

5 boxed lawn rakes

*4096

Boxed Nerf go kart

*4097

Boxed rear bike carrier

4098

Large quantity of garden tools incl. brushes,
rakes, long reach pruners, spades, shovels and
golf clubs

4099

Single tub of 1 coat fence life

4100

Vintage childs hobby horse toy

4101

2 boxes of twist tie wire

*4102

*4122

2 boxes of watering globes, 2 motion sensor
security lights and quantity of Festoon lighting

2 garden planters with bulbs

4128

Large quantity of Rockwells click together
rubberized flooring

4129

Garden ladder display shelving unit

4130

Garden ladder display shelving unit

4131

Garden ladder display shelving unit

4132

Garden ladder display shelving unit

4133

Multi shelf wooden apple storage unit

4134

Wooden step ladder and aluminium double
extending ladder

4135

spare

4136

spare

4137

spare

4138

spare

4139

spare

4140

spare

4141

Rectangular concrete garden wall plaque with lion
embossed head

4142

4137 Pair of concrete garden vases with floral
decoration

4143

Concrete garden wall hanger in the shape of a
lions head

4144

Concrete garden planter in the shape of a Toby jug

4145

4135 Pair of concrete garden planters in the
shape of vases with floral and cherub decoration

4146

4134 Garden ornament in the shape of a staddle
stone

4103

Rectangular piece of black granite

4104

4111 2 packs of boxes

4105

Single pack of large boxes

4106

Cast metal electric street light

4147

Garden ornament in the shape of a staddle stone

*4107

Boxed La Hacienda chiminea

4148

*4108

Boxed veg trug

4133 Pair of concrete garden planters in the
shape of urns with shell and floral decoration

*4109

Boxed veg trug

4149

4125 Bird bath with rose deocration

4150

4124 Pair of wicker effect concrete garden planters

4151

4122 Concrete garden bench on squirrel supports

4152

4123 Concrete garden planter in the shape of
vases with floral decoration

4153

Slatted wood garden bench

4110

Small quantity of plastic boxes

4111

Detachable trailer tow bar, max weight 2.5 tons

4112

Shopping trolley

4113

Huffy Green Machine scooter

4114

4 white plastic folding garden chairs
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4154

Green ceramic planter with 2 teak slatted wood
pot stands

4193

4157

*4194
Quantity of bent metal garden panels and gates in
*4195
black and white
4196
Pair of scrolled metal garden gates in red
4197
Set of Vauxhall Vivaro van roof bars

4158

Oak top workshop table

4159

Folding teak top garden table

4160

2 panels of scratch built fencing

4161

3 panels of scratch built fencing

4162

White ceramic stable wash down sink with brass
drain

4163

2 plastic bins, plastic trugs and glass bowls

4164

Large bent metal garden gate panel in black

4165

Plastic oil storage tank

4166

Flat pack chicken coop

4167

Pallet of garden stoneware incl. 2 cherub
decorated vases and 2 barrel shaped concrete
planters

4155
4156

Pair of fire dogs
Camp chef double burner gas BBQ
Body Glove paddle board
7 wooden storage boxes in multi colours
4192 Quantity of camping equipment incl. ground
sheets and pop up covers

4198

Large bundle of assorted golf clubs

4199

Black Challenge golf bag

4200

Vintage red golf bag with vintage Ben Sayers golf
clubs

4201

spare

*4202

Kirkland Signature putter

*4203

2 boxed Core Equipment 6 person tents

*4204

Vango Padstow 500 5 person tent

*4205

Swinging hammock chair

4206

2 inflatable mattresses

4207

4183 Dulux paint pod

*4208

Core 12 person tent

4168

Pallet of garden ornaments incl. gnomes and
planters

4209

4340 Grey plastic crate containing galvanized
buckets and ammo box

4169

Pallet of assorted garden planters incl. brick work
effect and polished concrete based planter

4210

Large quantity of assorted golf clubs

4211

spare

4170

3 rolls of chicken wire

4212

4171

10 meta posts

Folding garden sun lounger in green and check
fabric

4172

Quantity of clip together shop shelving

4213

Roll of B.T. rope

4173

UPVC window and door, keys with porter

4174

Large quantity of cast metal guttering incl. OG
with fixings, 90 degree elbows and long 3" down
pipes

4175

4154 Green metal forkliftable box

*4176

Flat pack garden shed

*4214

Vango Air Beam tent

4215

Quantity of grey folding camping chairs and cloth
folding camping chairs

*4216

Small quantity of camping accessories incl. pop
up shelters and ground sheets

*4217

Flat pack Samba football goal

4177

Table base made from scaffold tubing

4218

Wood and aluminium ladder

4178

Twin axle galvanized bodied plant trailer

4219

Double aluminium extending ladder

4179

Pallet of mainly 4x2 planed timbers

*4220

4180

Pallet of mainly 4x2 and 2x2 timber

4221

Folding canvas garden wheelbarrow

4181

Pallet of mainly 4x2 and 2x2 timber

4222

Double aluminium extending ladder

4182

Pallet of mainly 2x2 planed timber

4223

4204 Quantity of steel light weight racking

4183

Quantity of 4x4 soft wood posts

4224

Small wooden stepladder

4184

4162 White painted cast metal bedroom fireplace

4225

4 slatted wood radiator covers

4185

Flat pack slatted wood municipal bench

4186

Pair of cast metal table ends with matching cast
metal bench ends

4187

Terracotta roof finial

4188

Cast metal fire basket with horse deocration

4189

Cast metal gas coal effect fire

4190

Electric log effect fire

4191

Cast metal fire

4192

Copper fire hood
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*4226

Quantity of softwood posts and tumbers

4227

Alco garden shredder

4228

Alco garden shredder

4229

McCulloch electric garden shredder

4230

4242 Vintage push along seed drill

4231

Black and red wheelbarrow

4232

4243 Grass seeder

*4233
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4203 Plastic slide

Boxed flat pack garden Sunbrella swing
4238 Qualcast boxed electric rotary lawn mower

4235

Electric Qualcast lawn rake

4236

spare

4276

Small roll of bubble wrap

4237

Bosch electric rotary lawn mower with box

4277

Cased laser level

4238

Petrol powered Rover rotary lawn mower with box

4278

Breathing apparatus

4239

Qualcast petrol powered cylinder lawn mower with
box

4279

Small hand held pipe bender

4240

4249 Garden 3 piece suite in grey waterproof
fabric on grey supports

4280

Bag of packing beans

4281

Small roll of bubble wrap

4241

White electric golf trolley with battery

4282

Plastic crate of tumble dryer pipes

4242

Black electric golf trolley with battery

4283

Single strip light

4243

Black electric golf trolley with battery

4284

Wall mounted WC pan in white

4285

Wall mounted WC pan in white

4286

Wall mounted WC pan in white

*4244

Boxed 12v travel saver larder

4245

Aluminium folding workmans ladder

4246

Grey circular metal garden table on matching
supports

*4247

Clever Spa

*4248

Boxed Lay-Z-Spa

4249

Flat pack Keter Hollywood garden storage box

4250

Pre fabricated porch

*4251
4252

4211 2 boxed gazebos (parts)
Grey garden parasol parts

*4254

Boxed garden gazebo parts

*4256

4215 Red garden parasol parts
Double aluminium extending ladder

4258

Aluminium folding stepladder

4259

Loft hatch
4218 Flat pack household fireplace

4261

3 assorted bistro tables, 2 with brown wood effect
square tops and 1 white circular top on aluminium
bases

4262

Pallet of assorted garden tools incl. drain rods,
axes, hoes, rakes, spades and shovels

*4263
4264
*4265

Boxed garden table and chair set
Pallet of cardboard boxes, size 340x175x110

Wooden stepladder

4267

Folding decorators table

4268

Boxed PVC strip curtain, 2.4mx2.3m

*4269
4270
*4271

4288

Half bay of assorted items incl. bin lids, golf balls,
flat pack lamps and display boards

4289

Flat pack bathroom sink cupboard

4290

Flat pack black metal stand

4291

White bag of plastic plumbing fittings
Spa PH electric bidet toilet seat

*4293

Outline close coupled WC with soft close seat

*4294

Boxed 6 tier wire shelving rack

4295
*4296

2 boxes of sealed air mail light envelopes
Reginox hot tap

4297

Boxed adaptable waste pump

4298

Quantity of electric consumable switch boxes

4299

4 plastic crates of assorted bulbs

4300

Plastic loft hatch

*4301

Quantity of mixed items incl. folding tables, and
folding chairs

*4302

Boxed veg trug

4303

Quantity of flatpack office furniture incl. cabinets,
tables, etc.

4304

Black mesh operators chair on chrome base

4305

Black mesh swivel chair on chrome base

*4306

Black mesh operators chair on black base

*4307

Black mesh operators chair on black base

4261 Large pallet of car accessories incl. glass
wipes, suspension arms, brake pipes, brakes, etc.

4266

Large quantity of click together deck tiles

*4292

2 smoked glass rectangular garden tables (parts)

4257

*4260

*4287

Boxed flat pack garden Hiland garden patio heater

*4253
4255

other

4308

Flatpack black office chair

4309

Red swivel office chair on black base

*4310

Pair of black reed-topped bar stools on chrome
base

*4311

Single black topped bar stool with bentwood back
on chrome base

Flat pack garden gazebo frame
8 packs of cardboard boxes

4312

2 4-shelf chrome racks

Aluminium garden 3 drop electric post light

4313

Single operators swivel armchair in red on chrome
base

4314

Operators swivel chair in red on chrome base

4315

Shear Pride multi drawer filing cabinet in grey

4316

4292 Flatpack office desk

4272

Pallet of Harmony wall tiles in blue

4273

11 white 2 panel doors

4274

spare

4275

4227 Double Plus Kudox radiator in white plus 1
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*4317
4318
*4319
4320
*4321
4322

6 chrome shelves

4357

6 bags of Evergreen complete 4-in-1 lawn care

Stainless steel catering trolley

4358

(61) Bosch Stitch compressor

Williams Catering freezer in stainless steel

4359

(60) Karcher MV4 premium vacuum, no pipes or
accessories

4360

110V Makita workshop vacuum, no accessories

4361

Jem fretsaw

4362

Petrol powered Easy Start rotovator

2 boxed lightweight racking units
Brabantia clothes line
3 mobile work stools with black tops and 2 boxed
(5 total)

*4323

Ultra Shield

4363

Draper Expert petrol powered pressure washer

*4324

Adjustable height desk, boxed

4364

Lazy Spa

*4325

Meaco Cool MC Series air conditioner

*4365

Keter horizontal external garage storage box

*4326

3 boxed heavy duty Royale shredders and 2
unboxed

*4366

Flatpack Sojag garden gazebo in 2 boxes

*4327

Large pallet box of chair parts

*4367

Total Source 2500kg trolley jack in yellow

4328

Small carpenter's work bench

4368

Quantity of heavy duty battery racking, 2560 x
2130 x 750mm

*4329

Whalen boxed shelving unit

4369

3 boxes of assorted Tectake flatpack furniture

*4330

Arcan 2000kg jack

4370

Box of Emergency lighting, battery backups

*4331

Arcan 2750kg trolley jack

*4332

Arcan 2750kg trolley jack

*4333

Arcan 2750kg trolley jack

4334

Sealey 2.75 ton trolley jack

4335

Chicago 2200kg trolley jack

*4336

4345 6 boxes of Gorilla Anti-Viral and Anti-Bac
hand sanitiser

*4337

4346 6 boxes of Gorilla Anti-Viral and Anti-Bac
hand sanitiser

*4338

7 boxes of assorted Tectake flatpack furniture

4339

Set of Elu Superjaws

4340

3 disability aids incl. walking frames, shower seat
and mobile walking frame

4341

2 walking aids by Top Row and Days

4342

2 folding wheelchairs

*4343

*4371

Erbauer carry case containing cordless toolkit: 3
batteries, charger, drill, jigsaw, etc.

*4372

240V Orbital sander

4373

Pro Power 18V cordless wrecking saw with
battery and charger

4374

Box of suspension cable

4375

Roll of steel rope

4376

(58) Bosch jigsaw

4377

2 bundles of assorted tools incl. heavy duty
trenching spade, shovels, loppers, and rakes

4378

Box of assorted tooling incl. plastic mallet,
funnels, mastic guns, threaded bar

*4379

Dizhi walking aid

Clarke adjustable engineer's vice

4380

Rothenberger pressure testing pump

4381

Rigid pressure test pump

4382

2 Hydraulic bottle jacks

4383

Pair of Record 153A floorboard clamps

4384

Small wooden carry toolbox with tools incl.
scissors, Record wrenches, drills etc.

4385

(59) Hitachi 110V drill

4386

2 crates of assorted wall tiles

4387

Bundle plasterer's skims and levels

4388

(56) 2-outlet transformer

4389

Box of assorted tools incl. Black & Decker jigsaw,
Master cordless chainsaw, McCullough palm
sander, and 2 Black & Decker jigsaws

4344

Sandman port and sherry illuminated sign

4345

Shoprider mini disability scooter with charger

4346

Mardon 240V dust extractor

4347

spare

4348

Red framed decorators platform

4349

Cement mixer stand

4350

Cornwell Quality Tools toolbox in red and Clarke
Contractor toolbox in yellow

4351

Airmate 2hp compressor

4352

(63) Electrobeckum planer

4390

Tile cutter

4353

(62) Pro Performance 254mm table saw

4391

240V Black & Decker drill

4354

Pallet of assorted workshop and garage tooling
incl. pillar drills, petrol powered blow vacs,
extension leads, hammers and welders

4392

Aluminium toolbox containing quantity of tools
incl. spanners, breakers, and guttering fixings

4355

Pallet of assorted items incl. bolts, workhorses,
fan belts, gate furniture, clamps

4393

Woden No.192 carpenter's vice

4394

Electric fence post

4356

Set of alloy wheels

4395

Vintage Grindstone knife sharpener
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4396

Record No.2100 vice and small machine vice

4435

(179) Wickes tile saw

4397

(55) Bosch 240V palm sander

4436

Hilti 110V SDS drill and Bosch 110V SDS drill

4398

Wooden crate of assorted tools incl. drills,
hammers, files, planes

4437

Skill saw

4399

(59) 240V-110V transformer, Clarke electric motor
and bucket of hammers

4438

Makita 110V angle grinder

4439

Black & Decker Circular Pro saw

4400

2 rolls of plumbing pipe

4401

Pine trunk containing assorted tools incl. car
vacuums, auto inflator, wallpaper strippers, multi
tool, drill and bit sets, Black & Decker sander etc.

4402

Specialist stand with 4 boxed Presto pipe
threaders

4403

Large piece of heartwood oak

4404

2 stacks of black buckets

4405

Key cutting machine

4406

Silka Spar key cutting machine

4407

RST key cutting machine

4408

Evolution R210 chopsaw

4409

Specialist Mancuna key cutting machine

4410

4447 Extreme handheld sander and a PB
powerbase router

4411

Salamander water pipe

4412

Plastic crate of assorted car fluids and a hand
winch and wire brushes

4413

Box of door furniture

4414

Quantity of tools to incl. re-useable sticky buddy,
Black & Decker sander, Rapesco nailer, and drill
stand

4415

spare

4416

2 boxes of yellow lorry ratchet straps

4417

Metla linbin of door locks

4418

Yellow Cargo Stop ratchet tie down strap

4419

Yellow Cargo Stop ratchet tie down strap

4420

Yellow Cargo Stop ratchet tie down strap

4421

Quantity of heavy duty rubberised work gloves

4422

3 pieces of copper rod

4423

Plastic crate of rubber torches

*4424

*4440

Site level

4426

4435 Hitachi 110V SDS breaker drill

4427

Wolf Power Genie generator

4428

Challenge Extreme 18V cordless drill with one
battery and charger

4429

(53) Pro Power bench drill

4430

Dewalt cordless 18V drill with one battery and
charger

4431

Crate of parrafin lights

4432

4440 4 rolls of yellow lifting straps

4433

Quantity of car parts

4434

Cased Spit 110V SDS drill
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4441

Black & Decker cordless drill with one battery and
charger

4442

Telescopic ladder

4443

4 boxes of assorted tools incl. wheelbarrow
wheels, drills, plasterer's levels, extension leads,
paints etc.

4444

Wooden box of assorted tooling incl. Dunlop foot
pumps, wrenches, files etc.

4445

110V transformer

4446

Protection kit

4447

4433 3 yellow lifting straps

4448

Box of suspension cable

4449

Box of electrical testing equipment and calculators

4450

Set of Fiat alloy wheels and tyres, size 165-65R14

4451

Set of Fiat Panda 500 wheels and tyres, size
M+S175-65R14

4452

4 alloy wheels with 3 tyres

4453

2 Landrover tyres, size 750R 16C 116-114N

4454

Set of alloy wheels and tyres, size 235-40R 1895W

4455

2 Workman 1 step tool cabinets and set of
draining rods

4456

Ceiling mounted electric fan and quantity of
vacuum parts and extension lead

*4457

(47) Clarke paddle pump

*4458

Clarke saw blade and 5 Milwaukee batteries

*4459

(45) Clarke 240V angle grinder

*4460

(46) Clarke variable speed detail sander

*4461

Quantity of 3 Clarke Expro pressurised air tools

Single tub of Crown high gloss brilliant white paint

4425

Clarke Easy Arc 115 n-welder
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4462

4377 Large HPL 110V transformer

4463

(44) Double ended bench grinder

4464

Black plastic crate of tools incl. G clamp, spanners

4465

Mini steering wheel

4466

Bosch 110V sander in carry case

4467

Underbay of assorted tools and spray cans incl.
engineers vices, clamps, hammers, and Black &
Decker drill stand

4468

Shoe blanks

4469

spare

4470

spare

4471

Cased Makita cordless drill with 3 batteries and
charger

4472

Small key safe

4473

Scarifier lawn mower attachment

4474

Single box of assorted boat fixings

4515

Box of Avery weights

4475

Telescopic ladder

4516

*4476

Large underbay of assorted click together and
solid wood flooring

Box of assorted tools incl. saws, planes, and
wrenches

4517

*4477

Quantity of rubberised matting

Box of scaffolding clamps and Erbauer cutting
discs

4518

Roll of reinforced plastic hosing

4519

Box of assorted items to incl. large brass fittings,
fuses, drills etc.

4520

Bosch detail sander and cutting tool

4521

2 car batteries

4522

4561 6 tubs of Ronseal 1-coat timber care

4523

Single box of hardwood offcuts

4524

Bag of assorted plumbing fixings

4525

16" stand fan

4478
*4479

2 Morris Minor front wings
2 Karcher WV6 window vacs

4480

Rug Doctor carpet cleaner

4481

Karcher K2 pressure washer

4482

Quantity of Maxio timer sockets

4483

Box of assorted jigsaw blades

4484

Karcher K3 Premium full control pressure washer
with patio head and lance

*4485

Karcher K4 Premium full control pressure washer
with lance, patio head and cleaning solution

*4526

ProShip heavy duty platform scale

Box of nitrile coated polyester gloves

*4527

NSA Dual Cool Midi tower fan

(51) Karcher wet and dry vacuum

*4528

5 LED utility lights

4486
*4487
4488

Record No. 4 vice and Woden vice

4529

Delonghi oil filled radiator, boxed

4489

Rapesco nailer, cased Marksman drill, and Makita
240V drill and one other

4530

PPE jacket

4490

4528 Large electric motor

*4491
4492

Extension reel
Honda generator Model E1500 petrol powered

*4493

Deva Insignia Sig mixer

4494

Single Stanley spirit level

4495

Set of sash clamps

4496

Cased Flex portacable and nail gun

*4497

2 WaterPik shower heads

*4531
4532
*4533

3 Tavistock soft close toilet seats
Wall mounted electric fire
2 Myra Sport showers

4534

Electric convector heater and upright fan heater

4535

Flatpack office desk chair in black

*4536

Winks Zero air purifier

*4537

Boxed Phillips air purifier

*4538

Woodes dehumidifier

4539

Silvercrest oil filled radiator

4540

4581 1500W 7-fin oil filled radiator

4541

Pet carry cage

4498

Single box of tools incl. drills, brushes, scrapers,
drill stands

4499

Single box of assorted tools incl. wooden mallets,
saws, scrapers etc.

4500

4546 Aquarium lamp

4543

Mirror finished bathroom cabinet

4501

Smart Aroma diffuser

4544

3 assorted wallpapers strippers

4502

Maxcio Smart Aroma diffuser

4503

Maxcio Smart Aroma diffuser

4504

Maxcio Smart Aroma diffuser

4505

Maxcio smart strip light

4506

Maxcio smart strip light

4507

4 Autotechnic snow chains

4508

4 tubs of concrete sealer

4509

Grey metal 2-drawer filing cabinet

4510

Large machine vice

*4511

Unboxed Airlift riser desk

*4512

Boxed Airlift riser desk

4513

Box of heavy duty consumer boxes, cable
connectors and plastic consumer boxes

4514

Box of assorted items incl. bike lights, car
headlamps, blueprint filters etc.
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*4542

*4545

Boxed Erbauer chopsaw

Underbay of items incl. telescopic brushes, broom
heads, mops and cloths

4546

Burndy Specialist wire crimper

4547

Burndy Specialist wire crimper

4548

Plasterer's paddle dash

4549

(66) CMT router

4550

Site level tripod

*4551

Clarke Contractor 110V Professional abrasive
cutoff saw

*4552

Clarke 9-drawer wooden machinists tool chest

4553

4414 Quantity of Homebase bulbs

4554

Wallace & Tiernan Precision pneumatic calibrator

*4555
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3 Bonair tyre inflators

4556

Stop Rock steering wheel lock

4557

Bag of steel door bolts

4558

2 bulkhead lights

4559

3 Specialist theatre lights

*4601

15 Silverline SDS Max Chisels 25 x 360mm

4560

Brother P-Touch specialist printer and cable
crimper

*4602

Festool ETS EC 150/5 EQ eccentric sander

4561

Large Draper socket set

*4603

Worx 500W saw (sealed box)

4562

Car hifi

*4604

Electric drill & accessories, Milwaukee battery
charger, Digital Multimeter, 3 Laser distance
meters, cutting discs and locking pliers

*4563
4564
*4565

Clarke Contractor 18V cordless nailer and stapler,
no battery or charger
*4605
Oxikit mini welder
Cased Makita cordless drill, 2 batteries, no charger

4566

2 bagged Megger specialist tooling

4567

Mini Hilti nail gun

4568

Portable Pontenitiometer

4569

110V Hitachi grinder

*4570

Clarke Universal hub puller

*4571

Clarke spray gun

4572

Clarke Expro reversible air impact wrench

4573

Bosch mini cordless drill with charger and battery

4574

Bay of assorted tools incl. wheelbarrows,
stepladder, shovel, spades and rakes

4575

Set of Landrover suspension springs

4576

6 smart lights

4577

6 smart lights with motion sensors

4578

6-in1 smart lights with motion sensors

4579

6 rolls of Torque mini jumbo toilet rolls

4580

2 Triumph hard cased panniers

4581

Quantity of gate furniture

4582

Warning triangle

4583

Cased auto laser level

4584

Cased laser level

*4585

and window fittings

Quantity of vintage golf clubs

Bird deterrent spikes, Earthmover bow ties,
furniture legs, repair filler, TV & wall brackets and
sundry items

*4606

Selection of paint brushes & paint pad kits,
adhesive tapes, Silicone and Pinkgrip

*4607

Door closure, letter boxes, din locks, padlocks
and super fixing buttons

*4608

Wishbones, electric motor, locks, bike stand,
chainsaw guide etc

*4609

Double sided hammer, hand drill, insulation tape,
Bosch cutting disc, multi tool blades, spirit level
etc

*4610

Electrical products including electric meter, Alarm
control panel, security lights, extension leads,
smoke alarms, decoy camera etc

*4611

Plumbing accessories including shower tray
waste, ducting, shower heads, radiator valves,
immersion heater, sink etc

*4612

2 6x9m tarpaulins and 2 large plastic storage
boxes

*4613

Yale Smart Living Sync Smart Home alarm

*4614

2 Cummins Hydraulic Pump Adapters 3939963

*4615

2 audi TT body parts, Passat rear cross-member
and window locking mechanisms

*4616

Yale Smart Living home hub, Smoke & heat
alarms, bathroom fan, Digital multimeter and High
bay LED light

*4617

2 pairs of Mascot workwear craftsmens trousers,
size 34.5 waist

*4618

Dimweld ultra resistant premium leather welding
apron

*4619

Bag containing hi vis clothing (primarily in sizes
ranging Large to 4XL)

*4620

Pair of Rukka Gore-Tex motorcycle gloves in black
leather, size 9

4586

Cased Hitachi 240V circular saw

4587

Bosch 240V SDS drill

4588

Silverline soldering gun and long arm riveter

4589

SIlverline soldering gun and long arm riveter

4590

8 Twin waterproof sockets

4591

Robin Specialist digital RCD

4621

Aluminium stepladder and wooden stepladder

4592

Underwater camera kit

4622

Large chrome ball bar

4593

4478 Set of Makita drills with 2 batteries and
charger

4623

4594

4474 Snap On 18V lithium cordless impact wrench

Motorbike reinforced overall and spare knee pads,
and nitro N35 motorbike jacket, size M in red and
black

4595

Snap On 18V lithium cordless impact wrench

4624

4596

Lifetime car care kit

4597

Half underbay of assorted items incl. filters, light
fittings, extension leads etc.

Underbay of garden tools incl. shovels, saws,
spades, mops, extension reels, mop buckets,
wooden toolbox with tools and 3 drawer wooden
toolbox

4625

Small lightweight sack truck

4598

4 boxes of black cushions

4626

spare

4599

Jet 0.5 ton chain hoist and chain

4627

spare

4600

2 crates of assorted items incl. flue pipes, saws,

4628

spare
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4629

spare

5035

Constable print of flat feathered mule, wall tapestry
with flowers and a print of the night watch

4630

spare

5001

Glazed pine display cabinet

5036

5434 - Child's sledge

5002

Female mannequin

5037

Map of Hertfordshire

5003

Oil lamp with redid column

5038

5146 - Persil 1950s advertisement

5004

2 Coffee grinders, an ornamental cow bell plus a
small oil on card still life with flowers

5039

Quartz wall clock in pine frame

5040

Mirror in decorative gilt frame

5005

(3) Art deco style mantel clock with a pair of
garnitures

5041

10 abstract wall hanging

5006

Warped Iron table lamp with floral pattern skin
shade

5042

Diamond stitched blue Barbour coat

5043

2 prints of lady at dressing table plus lady at the
beach

5007

Edwardian desk with three frieze drawers

5008

5208 - Mahogany tray

5044

5148 - De Havillantoand tiger moth advertising
poster

5009

Enamelled 'No Smoking' sign

5045

Narrow mirror in white painted frame

5010

A helmet copper and brass coal scuttle

5046

1950s silver cross advertising poster

5011

Watercolour of autumn woodland

5012

Coffee table with carved farming scene surface and 5047
glass insert
5048
4 clock and watch related reference books

5013

Nest of 3 teak tables

5049

Naive watercolour of cottages and stream

5014

(78 & 92) Table lamp with painted rattan base plus
a two tone flagon

5050

5164 - Two music related wall hanging

5015

Victorian chest of two over three drawers

5051

3 modern abstract oil paintings

5016

Victorian mahogany double door cupboard, nest of
three mahogany tables plus a Victorian dining
chair with drop in seat

5052

Print of fighting tigers, keep calm wall hanging
plus a towmater cars wall hanging

5053

5 modern abstract oil painting

5054

2 Bangles musical wall hangings

5055

Spare

5056

5167 - Comical yachting print

5057

Oil on board of still life with clothing and chair

Wall tapestry depicting classical building plus a
hunting print

5017

5055 - 4 rexine covered dining chairs

5018

Rectangular in floral frame

5019

3 maritime prints of gun boats and sailing ships at
sea

5020

2 prints estuary with ship and country scene with
village

5058

Narrow mirror plus oil on board of country scene
with church and a watercolour with flowers

5021

Middle eastern wall tapestry in the royal court

5059

Rectangular mirror in natural wood frame

5022

Cast iron north eastern railway public warning sign

5060

5171 - Framed and glazed print of reclining nude

5023

Teak 1970s sideboard

5061

Oil on card of the musician prints

5024

1950s pedestal desk with black rexine surface

5062

Rectangular bevelled mirror in floral frame

5025

3 Mustard fabric swoosh low back wire chrome
connection chairs

5063

4 Modern prints on canvas of the seashore

5064

Oval bevelled mirror in gilt frame

5026

Georgian mahogany chest of two over three
drawers

5065

5182 - Oval mirror in painted frame, bevelled mirror
in oak frame plus 2 1950s mirrors

5027

Victorian mahogany linen press with ogee feet

5066

Rectangular bevelled mirror in decorative gilt frame

5067

2 Pine storage boxes

5068

Pine 2 tier rack

5069

Leather pail

5070

Set of kitchen scales with weights

5071

Eagle patterned brass door stop

*5028

Grey suede effect corner suite in 6 sections

5029

Maroon leather effect stress less style armchair
with footstool

5030

Black leather effect stress less style armchair

5031

Oak bureau with drawers and glassed cupboards
to the side

5032

Spare

5072

Georgian tea caddy

5033

Modern oil on canvas of lake with rowing boat with
derelict castle in background

5073

Victorian mahogany bureau with 4 drawers under

5074

5034

2 oil on boards of lake with autumn trees and one
other

Annals of the coinage of Great Britain and its
Dependencies, from the earliest period of
authentic history to the reign of Victoria (three
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volumes complete) By Rev. Rogers Ruding, 1840,
3rd and best edition

5117

Bevelled heart shaped mirror plus a dome topped
mirror

5075

Robin Day bookcase with sliding door

5118

5076

2 tile coated fire curbs

Pair of chrome and cream leather effect swivel
barstools

5077

Blue cut glass vase

5119

5078

Brown and green glazed studio pottery vase

4 Edwardian beech dining chairs with leather strip
seats

5079

Fibre glass female bust

5120

Olive green armchair plus a matching footstool

5080

Onyx table lamp

5121

Bokhara pink carpet runner plus an olive green
floral mat

5081

Edwardian 3 tier folding cake stand

5122

(81) Brown glazed large pottery vase

5082

Oak plant stand

5123

Oval nest of 3 tables

5083

Brown glazed studio pottery vase

5124

2 pairs of upholstered Victorian dining room chairs

5084

Georgian mahogany chest of 4 drawers

5125

Japanese lacquered two door jewellery box

5085

Octagonal Edwardian 2 tier occasional table

5126

Childs desk with attached chair

5086

Pair of Edwardian corner chairs

5127

(1) Painted wooden rocking horse

5087

Victorian wind out dining table with extra leaf

5128

5088

Reproduction nest of two tables

Reproduction serpentine fronted chest of 4
drawers

5089

Oak armchair with floral seat

5129

5090

Cherry finished two tier coffee table

Reproduction serpentine fronted chest of 4
drawers

5091

3 cast iron speed limiting signs

5130

Wicker picnic basket

5092

(40) - Vintage shop sandwich board

5131

6 reproduction mahogany dining chairs to include
2 carvers

5093

Cane coffee table with glazed insert and second
tier

5132

Pair of oak upholstered stools

5094

(7) - Oak blanket box

5133

Black glazed 2 tier television stand

5095

(26) - 1950s pine child's armchair

5134

Pine coffee table with 2 drawers and painted base

5096

Brass floor lamp with corinthian column

5135

spare

5097

Stained pine towel airer

5136

(17) Black painted coal scuttle

5098

Victorian fold over mahogany card table

5137

Pine lamp table with single drawer and shelf under

5099

(24) - Vintage leather suitcase

5138

Pair of beech effect chests of 3 drawers

5100

Edwardian two tier occasional table

5139

Pair of beech effect 3 drawer bedside cabinets

5101

Green upholstered Edwardian armchair

5140

Beech effect chest of 5 drawers

5102

1950s Walnut China cabinet with glazed sliding
doors

5141

Edwardian 2 tier plant stand

5142

5475 - Elliot mantle clock

5103

(18) - Copper and brass umbrella stand

5143

(27) Tile topped teak table

5104

Pair of cream painted pottery table lamps with
cream shades

5144

Pair of beech finished open fronted bookcases

5145

Beech finished storage cube plus a chest of 3
drawers

5146

Oak stool

5147

Glazed Edwardian china cabinet with single door
cupboard base under

5148

Mahogany effect narrow open bookcase

5149

5 tier cast iron pot stand

5150

Dark wood coffee table

5151

Painted Lloyd Loom style laundry basket

5152

Grey leather effect Allermuir chair

5153

Grey leather effect Allermuir chair

5154

Grey leather effect Allermuir chair

5155

(2) Large copper cauldron with swing handle

5156

(18) 2 pairs of turned wooden candlesticks

5105

(39) - Wall hung dinky car display cabinet

5106

Pine chest of 2 over 3 drawers

5107

(38 & 22) - Two wall hung display cabinets

5108

5220 - Pair of pine single drawer lamp tables

5109

5258 - Brown leather two seater sofa with
matching footstool

5110

Rectangular bevelled mirror in pine frame

5111

5124 - Pair of 1950s children's chairs

5112

Metal Mobo rocking horse

5113

Carved African Luba figure

5114

Pine drawer leaf table

5115

3 deeds boxes

5116

5427 - Natural wood coffee table
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5157

Oak single drawer desk

5158

(79) Teak extending dining table

5198

Sage green painted dressing chest

5159

5385 - Beige and maroon floral mat

5199

Osborne Garrett cast iron book stand

5160

(41) 2 floral patterned table lamps

5200

Pine single door corner unit

5161

Pair of mahogany effect narrow open bookcases

5201

Grey painted pine trunk with metal banding

5162

Table with Singer sewing machine base

5202

Circular Edwardian two tier side table

*5163

Polished chrome finished floor lamp in 2 boxes

5203

(87) Rattan lamp table with glazed surface

5164

Mahogany effect open bookcase with 3 drawers

5204

(45, 44) Two pairs of upholstered teak dining chairs

5165

Mahogany effect open bookcase

5205

Spare

5166

Oak dresser with cupboard base under

5206

(3) Green painted open bookcase

5167

Mahogany effect narrow open bookcase

5207

(4) Glazed oak display cabinet

5168

Oak barley twist floor lamp with red fabric shade

5208

5169

4 cream leather effect dining chairs

Edwardian mirrored corner unit with shelves over
and under

5170

Shove ha'penny board

5209

5171

(6) 4 beech demilune tables

(19) Wrought iron and cherry finished three tier
display stand

5172

(13) Painted pine single door bedside cabinet with
drawer over

5210

(16) Red painted child's school desk with attached
seat

5173

(20) Rustic pine single door bedside cabinet with
drawer over

5211

(42, 43) Painted stickback chair plus an oak
dining chair with drop in seat

5174

(12) Oak open bookcase

5212

5211 Pair of brushed metal table lamps with beige
shades

5175

Painted pine storage bin

5213

(7) Oak dressing chest with three drawers under

5176

(5) Tripod milking stool

5214

(37) Fire screen with dried flower panel

5177

G plan nest of 3 tables

5215

5178

Pine single door cupboard

Pair of beech lamp tables with drawer and second
tier

5179

2 brass figures to include an eagle and an
antelope plus a brass toasting fork

5216

Circular pine tripod tilting table

5217

(31) Lead clad storage box with wooden ribs

5218

Oak dressing chest with three drawers under

5219

Victorian toilet mirror with mahogany frame

5220

Fitted steamer trunk

5221

Two oak fire curbs

5222

Floor lamp with marble base and brass column

5223

Stained beech two tier tea trolley

5224

(25) Octagonal beech two tier coffee table with
glazed inserts

5225

(75) Leather lampshade

5226

(21) Beech three tier trolley

5227

(82) Folding rattan magazine rack plus a quantity
of modern painted warning and directional panels

5228

(34) Cream and grey painted lamp table with
second tier and drawer

5229

(29) Oak dropside table

5230

(9) Painted pine chest of two over two drawers

5231

Hummingbird patterned two tier octagonal side
table

5232
(5)(2) Late Victorian chest of 2 over 3 drawers plus
an oak display cabinet with glazed and lidded
5233
doors

(88) Bent cane coffee table with glazed surface

5196

(32) Metal and Rattan folding stand

5234

Oak extending dining table

5197

(11) Painted double door cupboard with 2 drawers

5235

Spare

5180

Modern 2 branch ceiling light with duck egg blue
shades

5181

Onyx table lamp plus a brushed metal lamp with
pleated shade

5182

Pine kitchen table

5183

Cast iron footman

5184

An His Master's Voice gramophone

5185

(10) Cream painted washstand

5186

(8) Cream painted chest of 3 drawers

5187

(23) Pair of pine stools

5188

(46) Metal Jali folding magazine rack

5189

(41) Turned wooden floor lamp

5190

Swivel barbers chair

5191

Set of Libra kitchen scales

5192

5233 - Oak finished TV stand

5193

Grey rug measuring 1.6 x 2.3m

5194

4 foot 6 divan bed base with mattress and
headboard

5195
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Cream leather effect stressless swivel armchair
(as found)

5236

Four red floral mats

5273

Four black leather effect dining chairs

5237

Two marble and onyx table lamps with pleated
shades

5274

Four beech dining chairs with brown leather effect
seats

5238

Pair of upholstered Edwardian bedroom chairs

5275

Two metal clad fire curbs

5239

Beech East Coast baby's highchair

5276

Oak single door corner cupboard

5240

Jali coffee table

5277

Victorian mahogany dropside dining table

5241

Reproduction mahogany coffee table with green
leather surface

5278

Mustard upholstered Victorian drawing room chair

5242

5280 Vintage child's pram

5279

Carved wooden fire screen with embroidered dog
panel

5243

Teak extending dining table plus four chairs

5280

1950's walnut desk

5244

Pine double wardrobe with single drawer under

5281

5245

Pair of brass finished table lamps with red pleated
shades

Quartz metal wall clock plus a vintage fan (as
found)

5282

5397 Turquoise fabric shell back tub chair

5246

Cream painted dressing table on sabre legs plus
an oval cheval mirror and an oak stool with strung
seat

5283

Single door pot cupboard plus an oak two tier side
table

5247

(1) Oak double wardrobe

5284

Pair of moulded plastic tub chairs

5248

Pine dresser with two drawers and cupboard under

5285

Pair of cream leather effect dining chairs

5249

Two Jali lamp tables

5286

Edwardian compactum with mirrored doors to the
side

5250

Cherry finished desk with two drawers

5287

Teak drop-side dining table

5251

Cherry finished desk with two drawers

5288

5252

Cream painted Victorian toilet mirror

Cream painted dressing chest with two drawers
and cupboard to the side

5253

Reproduction mahogany waterfall fronted
bookcase with single drawer under

5289

Bent cane easy chair

5290

5374 Reproduction mahogany demi loom console
table with second tier

5291

Green Chinese mat plus a shagpile carpet

5292

5058 Victorian chaise lounge in green fabric

5293

Wicker picnic basket

5294

Two navy blue floral mats

5295

5142 Beech towel airer

5296

Circular pine pine table plus three matching
stickback chairs and one other

5297

5356 Four floral wall hangings

5298

5522 Box containing Jazz legend CDs plus
Marilyn Monroe DVDs and a quantity of Richard
Gordan novels

5299

Circular beech stool

5300

Bent cane and rattan conservatory dining table
plus four matching chairs

5254

Walnut effect open bookcase with cupboard under

5255

Bent teak coffee table with second tier

5256

5332 Multicoloured floral carpet

*5257

Pair of dark wood and metal side tables

5258

White painted wicker picnic basket

5259

G Plan wall unit in three sections plus a glazed TV
cabinet

5260

5346 Two boxes containing furniture parts

5261

Charles Jacobs white painted five tier display
stand (boxed)

5262

Charles Jacobs white painted five tier display
stand (boxed)

5263

Charles Jacobs white painted five tier display
stand (boxed)

5264

Charles Jacobs white painted five tier display
stand (boxed)

5301

5401 Bent cane and wicker chair

5265

Spare

5302

5088 Edwardian two tier side table

Box of bed parts

5303

Edwardian glazed display cabinet with cupboard
and shelf under

5304

Oak armchair

5305

Spare

5306

Spare

*5266
5267

Framed print of a country cottage

5268

5351 Rectangular bevelled mirror in gilt frame

5269

Boxed bath seat plus a single turned wooden table
lamp

5270

5386 Dark oak single door storage cupboard

5307

Metal adjustable floor lamp

5271

Square Marks and Spencers kitchen table (as
found)

5308

Pine rack with four sloping shelves

5272

5309
Pair of Highland loch oil paintings in decorative gilt
*5310
frames
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Four dome topped metal wine racks
Zurich white and grey diamond patterned shagpile

rug

5351

5454 Brass fire curb with dog finials

*5311

Grey and silver carpet

5352

Pair of 1950's smoker's companions

*5312

Grey and silver centenno carpet

5353

Cream painted Italian glazed corner unit

5313

5340 Grey fabric ottoman

5354

5333 Floral mat with ivory background

5314

5407 Amritzar brown floral carpet

5355

(11) Olive green floral carpet

5315

(8) Floral carpet with ivory background

5356

Cream and blue painted dresser

5316

(13) Beige floral mat

5357

Glazed oak bookcase with cupboard base under

5317

(10) Large red floral carpet

5358

Pair of beech side tables with second tier

5318

(14) Multicoloured floral mat with central medallion

5359

Jali TV stand with metal latticework panels

5319

(77) Reproduction yew serpentine fronted three
drawer cabinet

5360

Reproduction mahogany tripod lamp table

5320

(9) Louis De Portere pink floral carpet with central
medallion

5361

Reproduction mahogany extending dining table
plus eight shield-back chairs to include two carvers

5321

Beige and blue floral curtain

5362

Oak armchair with pink floral cushions

5322

Multicoloured single floral and animal patterned
curtain

5363

Composite wooden lamp with brown fabric shade

5364

Edwardian perdonium with carved wooden panels

5323

Pair of beige and blue floral patterned curtains

5365

5324

Pair of beige and maroon floral patterned curtains

Red upholstered oak armchair, a Victorian balloon
back chair plus an Edwardian stick-back chair

5325

(12) Red and navy blue floral carpet with central
medallion

5366

Oak metamorphic dining/pool table

5326

(15) Red and blue carpet with floral and geometric
pattern

5327

Red Bokhara style carpet runner

5328

2x3m maroon floral carpet

5329

(16) Cow's hide

5330

(17) Red Bokhara style carpet

5331

Circular lamp table with second tier and drawer

5332

Pine hanging corner unit

5333

Three black fabric cushions

5334

5084 Olive green buttonback two seater sofa

5335

Pair of multicoloured striped curtains plus a
matching piece of fabric

5336

(4) Five crucifixes

5337

Carved wooden Buddha's head

5338

Watercolour of a country lane

5339

Watercolour of sailing boats on lakes

5340

Painting of fishing boats and huts

5341

Folding beech artist's easel

5342

5457 Four framed and glazed botanical prints

5343

(33) Oak tow tier lamp table

5344

Pair of Victorian engravings of sailing ships

5345

1950's book advertisement for Courtaulds fashion
fibres

5346

Oval print of a young girl in decorative frame

5347

Carved soapstone plaque of the sun

5348

Copper helmet coal scuttle

5349

Rose patterned jug and bowl set plus two pots

5350

5453 Oak TV stand with central shelves and doors
to the side
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Two rectangular bevelled mirrors (as found)

5368

Walnut six drawer collectors cabinet

5369

Rustic pine single door pot cupboard with drawer
over

5370

Stripped pine chest of two over two drawers

5371

Table lamp in the form of a film camera

5372

Pine three drawer bedside cabinet

5373

Victorian chest of two over three drawers

5374

Faux walnut multi-drawer jewellery cabinet

5375

Spare

5376

Brass helmet coal scuttle plus a jug, shovel and
various trays

5377

Victorian chest of two over three drawers

5378

Chinese patterned contemporary waste paper
basket

5379

White painted unit with two wicker basket drawers

5380

Tripod wash stand

5381

2140RR 59 J.B. Houel (20th Century),
A steam boat travelling down a river,
signed and numbered 59/350,
etching,
35 x 47 cm

5382

2140RR 57 L. Gibb (20th Century),
A smiling figure, huts in the background,
signed and dated '73,
pastels,
54 x 36 cm,
together with another by the same hand (2)

5383

2140RR 60 After William Lionel Wyllie (1851-1931),
'Trafalgar 2.30pm',
coloured print,
printed by Bemrose & Sons Ltd. 1905,
70 x 100 cm

5410

Limited Edition Spode Red Rum race horse plate

5411

Cut glass hunting themed bowl with lid

5412

(47,61) 2 laundry baskets plus circular brass tray

5384

Triang child's toy dresser

5413

2 boxes containing fishing tackle

5385

Pair of chrome and glass LED ceiling lights

5414

Beer advertising poster

5386

2140RR 365 A 19th century part dessert service
comprising an ice bucket, a tazza, a pierced fruit
bowl, two dishes and eighteen plates (qty) (af)

5415

Perspex double sided ITV Sport sign

5416

25rr Oct A Georgian mahogany and ebony line
strung washstand, the folding top enclosing a
liftable swing mirror over a Victorian wash bowl,
two doors, drawer and commode drawer, w. 45
cm, reduced in height

5417

5464 Modern oil on canvas of lake, woodland and
snowy mountain

5418

147rr Oct A 19th century banjo barometer with a
mahogany and strung case, architectural
pediment and silvered dial, h. 97 cm

5419

Painted newspaper rack

5420

Oak sherry barrel

5421

2 boxes containing character jugs, blue and white
and other china, jugs, sherry glasses and kitchen
storage vessels

5387

2140RR 134 A 19th century copper samovar with
brass fittings, the lid stamped '830 P', h. 52 cm

5388

Pair of modern cloisonne floral patterned vases

5389

2140RR K. Spiers (late 19th/early 20th Century),
A beauty watering her flowers,
oil on canvas,
signed and dated 1918,
59 x 44 cm

5390

Box of Wedgewood collectors plates, Parianware,
vases, pair of blue glazed Royal Doulton pots plus
a glass stand - vaseline glass and silver plate
£25.00 - £25.00

5391

Box containing ornamental model ships plus a
wash stand jug

5422

2 boxes containing water jug, kitchen storage
vessels, childrens toys and china

5392

Three boxes containing floral patterned crockery

5423

4 framed and glazed Bedford maps

5393

Box of Royal Doulton Brambly Hedge patterned
crockery £50.00 - £50.00

5424

Pair of double branched brass wall lights

5425

spare

5394

2140RR 211 John Cary : A Map of
Buckinghamshire from the best authorities, 1789.
1st. Ed. Decorative title, rose compass, hand
coloured in outline, framed and glazed. From a
later edition of Camden's Britannia.

5426

Brass 3 branch ceiling light with glass shade

5427

Ceiling light with glass shade and beaded droplets

5428

234rr Oct Matthew Watson : A New and
Complete Explanation of the Common Prayer
Book, Explanatory Notes and Commentaries on
St. Athenasius's Creed, Catechism at Large,
Confirmation & Matrimonial Service, The Psalter
etc., C. 1790. Folio, fulll calf. Text with engraved
plates. Scarce title.

5429

3 boxes containing trout fly storage boxes, fly
reels, spare spools, lures and general tackle

5430

222rr Oct British Sports and Sportsmen Hunting, compiled and edited by The Sportsman,
London 1912, Limited edition, no. 67 of 1000.
Large folio, two-tone green cloth, gilt, teg. Portrait
frontis, text monochrome plates with tissue
guards, illustrations in the text. Contents cover a
range of topics in this context including Fox, Hare,
Otter and Stag hunting together with features on
Indian and Colonial hunting and 'celebrities' in the
sport of the time.

5431

(24) 2 vintage suitcases

5432

(60,63,64) 3 oval bevelled mirrors

5433

Pair of bird related water colours, signed E. Leahy

5434

Framed and glazed print of ballroom dancers

5435

Rectangular bevelled mirror in decorative floral
frame

5436

Framed and glazed Lowry print

5437

Small rectangular bevelled mirror in brass frame

5395

(6) Crucifix

5396

Quantity of blue and white crockery to include
soup bowls, pudding bowls, side plates, kettle,
cups and a gravy boat

5397

Victorian writing slope

5398

Box containing ladies hats

5399

Triang Puff Puff toy engine

5400

Box containing a vintage telephone, carved
wooden kissing figure, a paraffin stove and various
metalware

5401

2 volumes, 'Complete Far Side Collection'

5402

2 bulldog and Union Jack themed cushions plus 1
other

5403

Box containing loose film and other posters plus
folio entitled 'Ajanta paintings'

5404

Pair of portraits of lady and gentlemen

5405

Framed and glazed coloured engraving of birds

5406

Metal Boddington's Beer sign

5407

3 framed and glazed Chinese scenery prints

5408

Set of scales with weights

5409

Weight driven wall clock
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5438

Convex mirror in black and gilt painted floral frame

5474

2 boxes containing commemorative ware,
ornamental figure, celery glass, general crockery
and china

5439

Framed and glazed print of horses

5440

Metal figure of eagle with coat hook under

5441

Tennent Breweries notice board

5475

spare

5442

Brass oil lamp

5476

2 vintage cases containing magazines and
ephemera

5443

Victorian lustre

5477

2 boxes containing records

5444

(176) Brass table lamp with shade

5478

Quantity of brass stair rods

5445

Large floral patterned lidded Victorian pot

5479

3 boxes containing die cast toy cars

5446

2 boxes containing jugs, flagon, sherry glasses,
5480
general crockery, figure of Swiss guard plus boxed
5481
set of spoons

5447

Lidded punch bowl with ladle

5448

4 mirrors in decorative gilt frames

5449

Rod bag with quantity of rods and umbrellas

5450

5451
5452

Box containing 7" records
Box containing vintage doll, glassware, china
plate, mantle clock and egg cups

5482

2 bags containing jigsaw puzzles

5483

5586 Box containing vinyl records

5484
9rr Oct John Spence of Market Harborough (17241783), an 18th century longcase clock, the
5485
silvered 10 inch dial surrounded by a brass face,
with secondary dial and date aperture, within an
5486
oak and mahogany crossbanded case
5487
6 vintage golf clubs

2 boxes containing Beatrix Potter books, other
childrens books, art and other reference books

6rr Oct A Georgian mahogany bureau bookcase,
the two doors enclosing a stationary cupboard,
over a fall front and four drawers, on bracket feet,
w. 96 cm

5488

2 boxes containing mathematical, physics and
engineering books

5489

2 boxes containing shop lettering

5490

Box containing vinyl records

5491

Box containing beer pump clips

5492

Box containing flight and other airplane magazines

5493

Box containing aircraft themed china plates plus
quantity of watercolours and prints

5494

Cased Jones sewing machine

5495

spare

5496

Stack of Gibsons jigsaw puzzles

5497

3 Beatles related reference books

5498

4 boxes containing ornamental figures, kitchen
storage vessels, Denby crockery, boxing and
other reference books plus wine glasses

5499

Box containing childrens books and annuals

5500

3 boxes containing Denby style crockery,
reference books, coffee mugs and china

Box containing film editors
Box containing video cassettes
Box containing art and other reference books plus
novels

5453

Parelli calendar, dated 1991

5454

Trio hifi system and 2 speakers

5455

Box containing records

5456

Quantity of pewter and silver plater incl. gallery
tray, loose cutlery, teapots and mug

5457

Slate mantle clock with columns to the side

5458

Slate mantle clock

5459

3 brass table lamps

5460

Pair of brass 3 branch ceiling lights

5461

Box containing silver plated kettles and pewter
ware

5462

Blue and white meat platter

5463

2 boxes containing records

5464

5 side tables, nest of 3 tables and stool

5465

spare

5501

2 ply wood carry cases

5466

Large carved African head

5502

5467

Tiffany style ceiling light shade

Quantity of Russell Flint prints, prints with a
nautical theme, Gordon Kind prints plus mirrors

5468

Box containing teapot, jug, kettle, lidded bowl, leaf
shaped bowl and brass Oriental wall plaque

5503

Porters chair in floral fabric

5504

Brass sailing boat themed fire companion set

5469

Rectangular mirror in natural wood frame

5505

Box containing coarse fishing rods

5470

Box containing records

5506

2 framed and glazed rag doll prints

5471

(53,59,67,76,66) 2 mirrors in decorative frames, 2
wall hangings with eagle, lady and geese plus
copper picture with sailing ship, modern wall
hanging, pears, vines and birds

5507

Wrought iron candle stick, floor lamp, wicker
basket plus wicker wine case

5508

(91) Pair of moped metal wall hangings

5509

(83) 3 prints, Madonna and child, the cattle ring
and steam ship

5510

Oval mirror in decorative gilt frame

5472

Box containing vintage toy engines

5473

Wicker picnic basket with plastic plates and mugs
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5511

Framed and glazed print of lake and trees

5549

5737 Suitcase with vintage film projectors

5512

Oval bevelled mirror in gilt frame

5550

5513

Circular bevelled mirror in metal frame

2 boxes containing glass vases, decanter, jug,
fruit bowl, camera and ephemera

5514

2 Chinese embroideries on silk of cherry
blossoms and birds

5551

3 boxes containing Luminarc wine glasses

5552

5598 Box containing coal scuttle and oil lamps

5515

Circular inlaid Japanese table on folding base

5553

Pong yacht

5516

Indian watercolour of cattle cart and figures

5554

5517

Oleograph of river bridge, figures and woodland

Box containing childrens and adult novels plus
ephemera and stamp albums

5518

Stylized picture of elegant lady in red dress

5555

spare

5519

Rattan chair plus stool and circular coffee table

5556

Box containing crested ware

5520

5744 Framed and glazed Buddhist print

5557

Pair of multi tier ceiling lights with droplets

5521

(89) Pair of small mirrors in decorative gilt frames

5558

5522

Metropolitan museum advertising poster with
irises, waterfall and trees

2 boxes containing DreamWorks Chicken Run egg
cups plus quantity of beef eater dinner plates and
brown and green glazed crockery

5523

(80) Pair of oars and pair of stilts

5559

2 boxes containing stamps and stamp albums

5524

Pair of Cristoleum London landmarks

5560

5570 2 cat prints plus framed and glazed
embroidered panel

5525

Framed and glazed print of lady on horseback with
collie dogs

5561

Vintage Olympia cased typewriter

5526

Quantity of prints and paintings incl. meadow
flowers, villa facade, autumn trees, country
cottage plus circular picture frame

5562

3 dictionaries

5563

Box containing Eternal Beau crockery plus wine
glasses

5527

Quantity of pictures and embroideries incl. North
American Indians, wolves, aerial view of town and
motorbike wheel

5564

2 bags and box containing Western novels,
childrens books and thrillers

5565

4 boxes containing green glazed Beryl ware
crockery

5566

2 folios with educational geography posters

5567

5656 Boxed porcelain doll plus set of 6 wine
glasses

5568

Plastic tub with loose cutlery

5569

2 boxes containing porcelain dolls

5570

3 boxes containing commemorative ware, ginger
jars, ornamental figures, fruit bowls, blue and white
china and collectors plates

5571

Hard stone tree with fruit

5572

Leather effect jewellery box

5528

Oval mirror in decorative gilt frame

5529

Rectangular mirror in carved natural wood frame

5530

Watercolour of red flowers

5531

(76) Etched brass picture of kestrel

5532

(65) Mirror in decorative cream frame

5533

(72,59) Quantity of mirrors plus pub menu

5534

Framed and glazed print of RAF Hercules

5535

Bundle of coarse fishing rods

5536

2 watercolours, roses and passion fruit flowers by
Eleanor Ludgate

5537

(14) 2 pine hanging shelves

5573

Box containing motorbike pictures and ephemera

5538

Print of farmhouse

5574

5539

Elizabeth Williams print of St. Andrews from the
West Sands

2 boxes containing Japanese export tea service,
crockery and china

5575

spare

5540

Masonic lodge grand master pledge

5576

Box containing records

5541

Framed and glazed print of military officers

5577

Quantity of jigsaws

5542

Bundle of coarse fishing rods

5578

Box containing puzzles

5543

2 boxes containing ornamental figures, oak biscuit
barrel, kilner jars, blue and white crockery,
lustreware and china

5579

2 boxes containing dictionaries, childrens novels
and reference books

5544

Metal and pine wine rack

5580

Box containing DVDs

5545

5572 Cream shag pile mat

5581

5546

5733 Stack of board games

2 boxes containing glass jug, collectors plates,
wine glasses, teapot, whiskey decanter and
Aynsley china

5547

Quantity of Royal Doulton, Wedgwood, Royal
Albert, Aynsley and other crockery

5582

Box containing carpenters planes

5583

Box containing machinery and engineering
reference books

5548

Vintage canvas travelling case
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5584

Multi paneled mirror plus sewing machine and
candles

5585

3 boxes containing invalids mug, teapot,
commemorative mugs, cribbage boards, African
figure, miniature opera glasses, glass vases and
crockery

5617

(2140RR) 358 - A set of four Bohemian amber
glass drinking glasses of Renaissance design, h.
13.5 cm, together with six further similar drinking
glasses (10)

5586

Quantity of Reader's Digest books plus DVDs and
CDs

5618

2 painted resin Japanese figures

5587

Box containing classical records

5619

2 boxes containing carriage clocks and lighters

5588

Box containing DVDs and CDs

5620

5589

Vintage Remington typewriter

(2140RR) 344 - A Royal Worcester ivory blush pot
pourri of squat circular form on three claw feet,
pdcm 1903, h. 10.5 cm

5590

3 copper and brass jelly molds

5621

Silver Filigree sailing ship

5591

2 large brass door handles

5622

5592

Box containing Lego dolls and toys

(2140RR) 470 - A modern dressing table box of
casket form with silver inlaid surface decorated in
the Neo-Classical manner, w. 20.5 cm

5593

Box containing wicker baskets, Andy Capp
magazines, Oriental vase, china and plant pot

5623

5594

(93) 2 mustard coloured mat plus green floral mat

(2140RR) 403 - A set of six early 20th century
silver teaspoons and a pair of matching sugar
nips, maker HA, Sheffield 1937, cased

5595

spare

5624

(2140RR) 114 - A group of seven carved shells

5596

4 volumes 'The History of the County of Bedford'

5625

5597

Box containing martingales and horse brasses

(2140RR) 180 - A set of five terracotta warrior
figures made for the tourist market, cased

5598

4 granite place mats

5626

Resin figure of a vintage racing car with driver

5599

Box containing gloss wood cutlery

5627

5600

2 boxes containing books incl. Grimms Fairy
Tales, Arabian Nights plus Holy Bibles and
scientific reference books

(2140RR) 351 - Twenty-one parianware figures,
each modelled as a cherub or putti, max h. 12 cm
(21)

5628

7 decanters

5629

5 Capodimonte sporting rabbit figures

5630

2 brass musician figures

5631

Large Quimper style teapot

5632

5 painted Chinese panels

5633

4 tiles

5634

2 volumes 'Travels in the Arabian Desert'

5635

5 Waterford crystal wine glasses plus a fruit bowl

5636

2 barometers

5637

2 floral decorated China plates

5638

Quantity of thimbles and display stands

5639

Shelf with a quantity of glass vases

5640

Book entitled 'Orlando The Marmalade Cat'

5641

Charlie Chaplin bust

5601

5602

200th Anniverary Collection 'Regent' pot pourri, h.
18 cm, cased and with certicate

(2136RR) 238 - A late Victorian silver cream jug of
typical form with leaf capped c-scroll handle and a
repousse decorated body on three outswept feet,
maker SI Ltd., Chester 1898, h. 8 cm, 2 ozs
(2136RR) 237 - An Icelandic silver spoon in a
brutalise abstract manner, Jens Peter Clausen
Gudjonsson, l. 21 cm, 1.5 ozs

5603

Box containing a quantity of floral patterned
Beresford Longton patterned crockery

5604

7 Gibsons jigsaw puzzles

5605

Inlaid pine trinket box

5606

3 boxes containing reference books, childrens
books and encyclopedia

5607

2 boxes containing loose cutlery, souvenir spoons
and stainless steel jugs

5608

3 boxes and a quantity of bags containing
reference books and dictionaries

5642

5643 - Lustre glazed biscuit barrel plus a glass
figure of a lady

5609

Quantity of Royal Albert Old Country Rose
patterned crockery

5643

4 paperweights

5644

5610

5740 - Box containing Little House On The Prairie
DVD's

4 brass figures to include elephant, rhinoceros,
owl and monkeys plus an Egyptian style
ornamental pyramid

5611

Quantity of blue and white crockery

5645

5612

Comprehensive atlas of the world dated 1882

Pair of floral painted vases plus an Oriental lidded
pot

5646

Quantity of classic car information cards

5647

2 boxes containing geometry sets

5648

New York City Museum of Modern Art reference
book

5649

2 boxes containing a quantity of cutlery

*5613

Silver and grey carpet

5614

2 printers trays

5615

2 orange glazed Poole pottery vases £50.00 £50.00

5616

(2140RR) 378 - A Royal Worcester limited eidtion
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5650

Figure of Romulus and Remus plus the she-wolf

5683

5651

5644 - Coronation programme plus a blue and
white coronation plate

Cage containing commemorative ephemera and
coffee mugs

5684

5652

Red glass vase, miniature hunting prints plus a
hunting mug

Cage containing money box, gloves, ornamental
figures plus silver plate and glass ware

5685

5653

2 carnival glass fish

5654

Miniature inkwell plus a pastel blue glazed lidded
pot

Cage containing Wade Whimsies and other
ornamental farmyard animals, glass ware, cruet
set and water bottle

5686

5655

6 Bells Whiskey decanters

Cage containing shotgun stock, leather belts,
torches, horse shoe, vice and pipe

5656

Quantity of 1960's and 1970's pottery plus glass
vases

5687

Cage containing crested ware, Neolithic tools,
ornamental Dalek, trinkets and china

5657

Silver plated cross

5688

Suitcase with quantity of childrens novels

5658

2 metal printing blocks

5689

Box containing wine glasses

5659

(49) Pistol holster

5690

Cage containing Edwardian mantle clock, mirrors,
human anatomy, medical books and watches

5660

5652 - 2 martingales with horse brasses

5691

5661

5 glass lampshades

Cage containing quantity of Lilliput Lane reference
cards and video cassette

5662

Glass yard of ale

5692

Cage containing decanters and cut glass vases

5663

Wicker fishermans creel with a quantity of tackle

5693

5664

Bag containing jigsaw puzzles

Cage containing ornamental Royal Doulton and
other posies, Jasper ware mantle clock, Oriental
figures and 2 floral patterned china jugs

5665

Cage containing Royal Doulton crystal wine
glasses and tumblers

5694

5666

Silver plated tray with 3 piece tea service, sugar
tongs and dish

Cage containing miniature toast rack, crested
ware, oil lamp, ornamental figures, pipe and 2
small ammunition shells

5695

Cage containing pink stemmed wine glasses,
martini glasses and tumblers

Cage containing ornamental posies, mantle clock,
jugs and vase

5696

5 boxes containing gardening books plus antique
guides and novels

5667
5668

Cage containing ornamental bird figures

5669

Cage containing ornamental dog figures

5697

5670

Cage containing Oriental box, ornamental
boomerang, Crown Derby style plates, stainless
steel tea service and china

Cage containing Snow White and dwarf figures,
Jasper ware, ornamental figures and china

5698

Cage containing ornamental rabbit figures

5699

Cage containing resin animal figures

5671

3 boxes containing botanical military and travel
reference books

5700

Cage containing ornamental rabbit figures

5672

Box containing CDs

5701

Cage containing board games

5673

Cage containing dress and costume jewellery plus
dressing table set

5702

Cage containing kitchen storage vessels, baby's
porridge plate plus Royal Worcester china

5674

Cage containing ornamental figures, crested ware
and china

5703

Cage containing glass carafe, liquor and sherry
glasses

5675

Cage containing Lilliput Lane figures

5704

Cage containing cut glass tumblers and sundae
dishes

5676

Cage containing ornamental animal figures and
ornamental furniture items

5705

Cage containing carved wooden figures, silver
plate and military belt

5677

Cage containing loose cutlery, candle sticks and
other silver plate

5706

Cage containing commemorative mugs, serving
tray, china and ornamental jugs

5678

Cage containing crown Derby style plates, silver
plated sugar bowl, teapot, knife set and wine
glasses

5707

Cage containing miniature sewing machine plus
electric doorbell

5679

2 watercolours of farm buildings, tree and lane

5708

5680

Bag containing cotton thread

5681

Box containing boxing gloves and sporting
equipment

Cage containing quantity of Royal Albert Old
Country Rose crockery plus Oriental vase, 2
modern Sonnet vases and terracotta warrior style
figure

5709

5514 4 boxes containing catering crockery

5682

Cage containing AA badges, vintage axe,
ornamental badges, hip flask, brass letter slots
and ornamental bathyscope hood

5710

5417 2 rustic pine coffee tables
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